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Abstract
This paper offers a critique of the cultural defeatism posited in Theodor Adorno’s 1937
work “On Jazz” through adumbration of the music of Brazilian favelas. Whereas Adorno sees
musical attempts at liberation as nullified by their subservience to the whims of government and
market, the research and reflection here evidences the emancipatory nature of music. Brazilian
Funk demonstrates our capacity to advance change through music, and thus calls upon us to
build more efficacious systems for fostering and assimilating music of the world’s people.
In refuting Adorno’s condemnation of jazz, I craft a narrative evidencing the pragmatic
import of fostering musical outlets within communities while acknowledging the dangers of
artistic proliferation in capitalist society. The case of the funk movement in Rio De Janeiro
demonstrates art’s function both as a liberatory tool and fulcrum for exploitation.
The data substantiating this thesis were compiled through myriad sources: the social and
aesthetic theory of Adorno, his contemporaries, and predecessors; interviews with Brazilian funk
musicians, musicologists, and enthusiasts; three months investigating the musical communities in
Rio De Janeiro and São Paulo; relevant documentaries, ethnographic and historical research,
news archives, musical releases, and other online media.
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I.

Introduction

Situated in the northern reaches of Rio De Janeiro lays the sprawling community of
Complexo Do Alemão, where on this particular August evening a crowd ten thousand strong had
gathered for a night of revelry. The locus of their infatuation was a wall of speakers twenty feet
high resonating with the croons of local singers and sampled samba grooves. The temperate
August air was thick with smoke and bass thrumming at a register that reverberated in my lungs
and throat. Amplifiers screeched, clicked, and roared; children laughed and cried. Cans crunched
and bottles clattered under foot. Carneval tapestries canopied overhead, cloaking an epileptic
light show and the tangle of bodies down below. People swayed in time, stomping legs and
shaking limbs, dancing with the music and each other. Shirtless men wove through the crowd in
conga-line fashion, with the occasional AK-47 or uzi in hand. The orators on the microphone
praised their audience, urging them to keep moving, to leave their troubles behind and relish the
entertainment at hand. Blissed out, fraternizing, strangers took each other hand-in-hand, It was a
splendorous cacophony that ushered me into my first encounter with the immanent facts of funk
carioca.
That same August, the social infrastructure buttressing a delicate Brazilian peace was
being put to the test. Bribery charges pressed against president Michel Temer for participating in
a kickback scheme were shot down by the national congress (New York Times). The nation
continued to combat fiscal decline in the wake of the worst economic recession of Brazil’s
history, wherein GDP fell by over 10% (Xinhua). Over 5000 military police were deployed in
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the periphery of Rio as part of an operation to curtail activities of Comando Vermelho (Globo),
the city’s most prominent drug cartel. That month, there were twenty-nine shootings in the
Complexo do Alemão neighborhood (Fogo Cruzado). A nation of rich and poor, of natural
splendor and concrete sprawl, the Brazilian identity brings many paradoxes of the anthropocene
age to bare.
I came to Complexo do Alemão with Dennis Novaes, a Ph.D student at the Federal
University of Rio De Janeiro (UFRJ) investigating Funk Carioca anthropologically. Speaking to
Dennis prior to our foray into the funk event, he emphasized one point in particular: “Funk is
culture.” Beyond mere sonic vessels for passive consumption, funk compositions are artifacts of
a particular space and time which open up a dialogue with their listener. As atoms of the social
gestalt, these songs reveal a finite perspective on the ideals and activities within their
community. For Novaes, the music of Complexo De Alemão offers a window for interpreting the
dynamics of power and oppression in Brazilian urban life.
A similar preoccupation with the social architecture of oppression compelled the work of
German philosopher, sociologist, and composer Theodor Adorno (1903-1969). Writing alongside
Frankfurt School intellectuals like Walter Benjamin, Herbert Marcuse, and Max Horkheimer,
Adorno produced a fecund corpus which took up a range of the social, political, ethical, and
aesthetical questions that enraptured the philosophical minds of his age (Robinson, 1997, 2).
Adorno’s work synthesized the materialist dialectic of Hegel, the socioeconomic paradigm of
Karl Marx, foundational Existentialists Kierkegaard and Nietzsche into a polemical indictment of
Modern incursions of hegemonic powers and their delimiting of man’s radical potential. A
Classically trained musician, some of his most rigorous investigations—such as Dialectic of
Enlightenment (1944), Prisms (1955), Sound Figures (1959), The Jargon of Authenticity (1964),
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and the never-completed Aesthetic Theory (published posthumously in 1970)—are concerned
with determining the socio-historical character inhered in cultural artifacts. It is the limit of his
aesthetical communiques to which we will here attend.
A dominant motif within Adorno’s musicological theory is his castigation of jazz as an
inauthentic musical mode ripe for appropriation by hegemonic interests. What was, as he began
his academic investigation, a nascent form of musicking, jazz erupted from the Creole culture of
1890’s New Orleans and proliferated across the Western sphere. From his first encounters with
the genre, Adorno dismissed jazz as an illegitimate means of musicking. Given the hindsight of
our historical vantage, we must dismiss Adorno’s refutation of jazz as the product of an
underdeveloped cosmopolitan taste trained by an elitist, anglicized conception of music’s
emancipatory potential. Such is the principal aim of this project.
Nonetheless, neither his address of the facticity of domination in the modern world nor
his conception of the utopian potential of popular music ought not be cast aside so readily. In
order to elucidate the tone deafness evident in T.W. Adorno’s aesthetical , we must take up his
critical paradigm to discern the disparities of liberty and oppression sedimented in black
musicking, qua Brazilian Hip Hop. Throughout this conversation, we will join a panoply of
philosophers, social scientists, and aesthetes in considering the rhizomatic relationships between
identity politics, liberal philosophies of democratic representation, and problems of aesthetic
form as they relate to a teleology of radical spiritual freedom. The realities of hip hop in the
Afro-Brazilian context present hip hop’s eminent import as a medium for political discourse and
facilitating social change. As such, this paper is dedicated to a summary reevaluation of
Adorno’s philosophical system with a critical ear turned toward his treatment of black music. A
historicized analysis of Brazilian hip hop, stripped of the occlusive dogmas inherited from
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Adorno’s corpus, demonstrates discursive aestheticism to be a pragmatic mechanism in the
processual emancipation of the Black Atlantic.
So as to best synthesize the multiplicity of individuated facts ascertained through inquiry,
the following ruminations are organized into three chapters, each approaching a distinct
conceptual node as they stand apart1. As we progress through divergent layers for considering
the aesthetical-political problem laid down in On Jazz and Adorno’s corpus at large, these
observations will fold together, fostering a narrative of the socio-historical forces which have
taken us to the present turn in self- and world-awareness. First, we will address Adorno’s
fundamental theory, its foundational principles, and his misunderstanding of the authenticity
which resonates in jazz and the many modes of Black musicking. In the second chapter,
“Historicizing Music from Brazil’s Margins,” We will consider changes in the dynamics of
power in Brazil, from its inception to today. Finally, we will bare Adorno’s critical lens in the
interpretation of Brazilian hip hop, in its multiplicity of form, as it sediments the relationship
between a diverse people and their government. Ultimately, this dialectic proposes a
cosmopolitan ethic suitable for the 21st century.

1

A clerical note: the in-text citations baring underlines were taken from online sources, and can be accessed by
clicking them in a PDF document.
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II.

Theodor Adorno, Jazz, and Cultural Defeatism
What can oppose the decline of the west is not a resurrected culture
but the utopia that is silently contained in the image of its decline.
Adorno, 1955, 71

Any extended engagement with aesthetical thought today will, sooner or later, come face
to face with the theories put forth by Theodor Adorno. A subject which stands at the fore of his
literary output, Adorno understood socio-cultural output to be inextricably tied to its spatialhistorical context.
Adorno’s upbringing in an aristocratic European lifeworld indefigatibly informed the
limits which he perceived in the liberatory potential of art. Born in Frankfurt under the German
Empire on September 11th, 1903, his father, Ludwig Wiesengrund, was a Jewish-born German
and his mother, Maria Calvelo-Adorno, a devout Corsican Catholic and professional choral
singer (Claussen, 3). Surrounded by music from a young age, Adorno proved himself to be a
compositional adept on the piano he would go on to join Alban Berg—successor of expressionist
virtuoso Arnold Schoenberg as Avante Garde orchestra in the Second Viennese School. Through
the formative years of his education, he observed the nationalist fervor that swept through his
homeland during World War I with a chill. Expatriated from Germany under the Third Reich,
Adorno’s theories matured into a philosophical system popularly interpreted as a rebuttal of the
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atrocities of the holocaust2. As will become evident in the proceeding analysis, what emerges
from Adorno’s confrontations with his socio-political landscape is a dialectic too enmeshed in
the critique of an unassailable hegemony—and too afflicted by the prejudices of his elite musical
cohort—to afford the popular musics of his era proper credence.
Adorno rejuvenated the Material-Capitalist dialectics of Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel
and Karl Marx with his robust contributions to critical theory. His projects take up the
sociological innovations proselytized by his colleagues in the Frankfurt School and Continental
philosophy at large to adumbrate conditions of social alienation. In this way Adorno confronts
the facticity of man under the immanent domination of modern society. Following in the
footsteps of fellow Frankfurt school intellectuals, Adorno formalized a political and ethical
philosophy which situated Marxist theories of public liberty and economic domination within a
socio-cultural discourse which impugns the atomization of the masses by despotic state and
industry forces. While the tradition of hegemonic critique upon which Adorno expounded is
sagacious, the narrative which he constructed about the impropriety of jazz as a means of
transcending the coercive machinations of modernity is not.
Though it would be impetuous to dismiss Adorno’s corpus wholesale, we would be wise
to identify the limits of his dialectic so that we may find a corrective. I am sympathetic to
Adorno’s socio-analytical project, and readily assent to its facility in theorizing about the
sociocultural a priori. His theory proffers invaluable insight on a wide array of topics, from the
limits of liberty in a commodified lifeworld, to the actuated being of techno-capitalist

2

See, for example, the quotation oft-misattributed to Adorno: “poetry is impossible after Auschwitz.” For an indepth discussion of his engagement with the thematics of the holocaust, see Antony Rowland’s “Re-Reading
‘Impossibility’ and ‘Barbarism’: Adorno and Post-Holocaust Aesthetics,” 1997, 57-69.
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domination. These considerations will play an invaluable role in our evaluation of hip hop as a
liberatory tool.

Aspirations of Poetic Freedom
So as to formulate a corrective for the Adornan misapprehension of popular Black art, we
must first develop a sense of his aesthetic schema through adumbration of its component parts.
To achieve these ends, this section provides an overview of his theory of the artwork and the
character of its relation to society. Elaborated henceforth, Adorno’s aesthetical study grounds
itself in the artwork to outlay the social conditions sedimented in its construction. He focalizes
art in myriad ways so as to uncover its relation to a cultural alterity. Through the lens of the
artwork, Adorno advances a critical theory predicated upon the dynamics of institutional control
and plebeian alienation accumulated through the progression of state and capitalist hegemony.
Confronting these institutional powers, he discerns in art the freedom to foment alternative
frameworks of being in its negation of established logics of domination. Nonetheless, Adorno’s
perception of a ubiquitousness in the atomization of late capitalism inspires in him a fatalism
with regards to the proletariat capacity to eschew bourgeois chains. So as to quell any such dread
which may be gripping the Neo-Marxists of our age, let us now address these conceptual fields
in turn.
For Adorno, the aesthetic work acts as a monadic window for conceptualizing the
encompassing mise en scene of its creator. As constructed within a particular social
circumstance, the aesthetic artifact bares import (gehalt) which reflects its cultural context. Just
as Leibniz’ atomistic monads bring their relationships with an infinite alterity to bare, Adorno
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conceives of art as a nexus of social implication which the admirer may bring forth through
investigation. Informed by finite human perspective, the artwork exposes the component parts of
its milieu. In Adorno’s words, “There is no aesthetic refraction without something being
refracted… artworks are alive in that they speak in a fashion that is denied to natural objects and
the subjects who make them. They speak by virtue of the communication of everything particular
to them”(1970, 4-5). The convergence of facts predicated upon the artwork are reimagined and
expressed, thus opening its facticity up for interpretation. The artwork may uncover something
about the society in which it is situated. Thusly, in his commitment to explicating the modern
conditions of alienation, Adorno found in the artwork a reputable vantage for deducing the
constraints delimiting modern life.
Adorno sees in art the tremulous potential of the human spirit, and ultimately its capacity
as a technē of liberation. He believed that art could serve as antidote to the conditions of
constriction which permeate modern state and industry. Adorno opens Aesthetic Theory asserting
that the artwork is inhered with a negation of the social domination which permeates the modern
body politik, as the “absolute freedom of art... comes into contradiction with the perennial
unfreedom of the whole”(1). The freedom of art thus allows for the cultivation of new worldly
conceptions wholly antithetical to established cultural mores. Thusly, the authentic poetic artifact
can realize the possibilities of the unmitigated human spirit.
Adorno conceives of (modern) art as a utopian indictment of the deficiencies and
injustices immanent in industrialized society. Essential to the artwork’s ontology, as he
formulates it, is its critical dialogue with the socially constructed lifeworld in which it is situated.
Adorno says that “what takes itself to be utopia remains the negation of what exists and is
obedient to it. At the center of contemporary antinomies is that art must be and wants to be
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utopia, and the more utopia is blocked by the real functional order, the more this is true”(1970,
32). Whereas our apperceptions of the world relate to us facts about what is, the poetic act bring
into being what has-not-been; its formulation of possibilities serving as a critique of present
conditions. In the establishment of its own non-conformist logics, art can liberate itself from the
monolithic repression of institutional power. The Adornan concept of aesthetical utopia will play
an integral role in our analysis of hip hop in Brazil as we consider the ways in which their poetic
forms establish ideological modes as alternatives to the unjust principles of mainstream society.
Nonetheless, the positivity with which Adorno assessed aesthetic potential did not extend
to all branches of creative pursuit, instead limiting his assent to those practices within a narrow
sphere of artistic mores. As will be expounded with greater detail in the following section, his
commitment to the formulations of Classical art leave him disdainful of the popular modes of
musicking emerging in the first half of the twentieth century. Though committed in his belief that
art may serve as a medium for the imagining of new freedoms and construction, he does not
construe art as liberatory a priori; rather, the actuation of a free poësis is predicated upon the
adherence to the norms of bourgeois making. What transpires from this model of aesthetic
evaluation is the wholesale dismissal of the volk as a source of authentic creative power. This
project aims to dismantle the dogmatics which may blind one to the universality of musicking as
an eminently pragmatic means of enriching the social gestalt.
I share Adorno’s belief that musical facts serve as a conduit of communion between
musician and listener. However, he bore a skepticism of any ontological influence art could bring
into the public sphere which left him skeptical of the redemptive faculty of popular music. As he
elucidates, “The dialectical relation of art to praxis is that of its social effect. That artworks
intervene politically is doubtful… their true social effect is an extremely indirect participation in
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spirit that by way of subterranean processes contributes to social transformation”(242). Though
we must assent to the fact that art does not alter social policy or dictate the attitudes of its
audience wholesale, the rhetorical faculty of art plays more than an incidental role in prompting
social change. The resonances and dissonances of music adhered to the cerebella of a
comprehending audience can, like any poetic work, inform the listener’s sentimental potential.
The fusion of horizons initiated by engagement with the negation element of an artwork may
transform social imagination, expand public sentiment, and thus shift socio-political ideology. In
sum, art may serve as a collaborative technē which engenders new meanings and future
possibilities.
In this section, we have taken into account some of the essential conjectures within
Adorno’s corpus as they pertain to his aesthetical theory. We considered the critical dialectic
which guides his consideration of art as a monadological representation of its social gestalt,
opening up the artwork for historicized interpretation. We discussed how, informed by Marxist
and Hegelian thought and the theories of his fellow intellectuals at the Frankfurt School, Adorno
employed art as his point of departure for articulating the conditions of social control
manufactured by state and capitalist institutions. Consequently, we addressed his conception of
the essential freedom of artistry, and how its facility in the negation of despotic social modes of
being allows for the curation of ideological utopian spaces. Finally, we foreshadowed the
essential problematics of his limited concept of artistic freedom and his compulsion to dismiss
the possibility of systemic change as catalyzed by proletariat art. These considerations will guide
us as we turn our attention to Adorno’s rebuke of jazz as an authentic musical form.

11

Jazz: Apocryphal Utopia
On sabbatical at Oxford in 1936 (Robinson 2), three years after Adolf Hitler assumed the
chancellorship of the German Republic, the factories of war beginning to churn, Adorno
pseudonymously published “Über Jazz”3. Critical of the “false rhythm” of jazz music, he
adumbrates what he discerns to be the distinctive sonic and social elements of jazz’s being-inthe-world. In “Über Jazz” and through the entirety of his oeuvre, Adorno denigrates the musical
form categorically, dubbing it a “regression” of musical form incapable of unshackling its
participants (54). In his analysis, the impetus of its aesthetic sublimation are manifold, pointing
to the whims of capital in the culture industry and the despotic regime of the state as the alterity
for which jazz imagines itself an escape:
If one attempts, as has been the case often enough, to consider the use value of jazz, its
suitability as a mass commodity, as a corrective to the bourgeois isolation of autonomous
art, as something which is dialectically advanced, and to accept its use value as a motive
for the nullification of the object character of music, one succumbs to the latest form of
Romanticism which, because of its anxiety in the face of the fatal characteristics of
capitalism, seeks a despairing way out, in order to affirm the feared thing itself as a sort
of ghastly allegory of the coming liberation, and to sanctify negativity—a curative in
which, by the way, jazz itself would like to believe.
1937, 48

3

“Über Jazz” (lit. “Over Jazz”) was in fact a reevaluation of numerous themes which appeared in Adorno’s first
writing on jazz music, “Abschied au Jazz”(1933). “Farewell to Jazz”, it was written as a preemptive obituary of the
genre after the banning of “niggerjazz” in Germany. In an almost satirical mode, Adorno posited that the German
ban was redundant, as the music had already been usurped as commodity and normative state tool. Here he first
proposes “the myth of black jazz,” its production of “false utopia,” and “its [subservient] relation to the ruling
class”(Robinson, 2). Robinison’s conjecture that Adorno was addressing German jazz relevant to this conversation,
as he
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This passage summarizes the dyspeptic attitude he maintains in consideration of proletariat
music at large. Adorno rejects categorically the liberatory possibilities of jazz music on account
of what he perceives to be the genre’s faulty sense of its own freedom. The improvisations,
ephemeral vocalizations, and polyrhythmic complexities are in his mind illusory denials of
subordination to the bourgeois system by which this musicking is regulated. As Fumi Okiji
posits in her discerning work Jazz as Critique, for Adorno, “jazz forges counterfeit identities at a
time when individuals have all but surrendered a means of response. It fabricates reconciliation
between the individual and society in an attempt to conceal mass atomization and the breaking
down of difference into passive categories”(19). In Adorno’s eyes, dominion of the bourgeoisie
is an illimitable condition for the proletariat masses, one which jazz may only feign to surpass.
A cursory consideration of the vital history of jazz music since its inception leads to the
impression that Adorno had fallen painfully deaf to the radical sonorousness of the Black
Modern. Before Adorno penned “Farewell to Jazz,” Louis Armstrong had already made waves
with his swingin’ performances of perennial classics like Roger Graham’s “I Ain’t Got Nobody”
as well as Hoagy Carmichael’s 1929 hit “Rockin’ Chair.” The premise put forward by Witkin
and others that Adorno was addressing the manifestations of jazz promulgated by white
musicians in the Weimar Republic, ought to be given some weight (146). But by the time “Über
Jazz” was published, Adorno had definitively been shown the “hot music” of Dizzy Gillespie,
Count Basie, and Duke Ellington’s Big Bands, each of whom strutted into the airwaves with
their own genuine, unpretentiously aristocratic ‘swing’. Yet he readily dismisses the innovation
of jazz grooves as “obscene,” “anal[ly] regressive”, and “absurd… nonsense”(1937, 61), assured
that any perceived insight or elevated sense ascertained was the product of the commodity
fetishism which had overridden capitalist society. Written in the 1930’s, “Abschied au Jazz” and
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“Über Jazz” alike he consummates his analysis of the genre claiming that jazz is bound to
obsoletion, its aesthetical stuntedness and usurpation by the culture industry and fascistic state. A
cursory consideration of jazz history would confer that his fatal diagnosis could not have been
further from the truth. The invention of Hard Bop and cool music by Miles Davis’ renegade trios,
quartets, and quintets; the mercurial polyrhythmic flows of Ornette Coleman’s Free jazz; Fusion,
Acid, and the countless other varieties of cross-pollinated aesthetic form emergent from jazz’s
engagements with the musical realm all point to a flourishing musical form. We must conclude
that the abject pessimism with which Adorno addresses jazz is the product of a rigidly defined
sense of what constitutes good musical form.
His misapprehension of jazz music is the product of an elitist and eurocentric conception
of the necessities of authentic composition. Adorno’s lambasting of the jazz singer’s vibrato and
dismissed polyrhythmic ‘feel’ as allusory to sex, all in a categorical tenor, indicates a
situationally bounded aesthetic taste. His reasoning for these denigrations of jazz musicking are
in part due to his sense of the primacy of the Western canon; as he asserts, “Ritual pressure
strengthened [exotic art’s] capacity to differentiate in a narrow sphere… As a result, only
Western music achieved full autonomy - the status of art - and the consciousness that is
immanent to it cannot arbitrarily leave it in order to broaden itself in some fashion”(211).
Adorno confides in his reader an unqualified assuredness in the superiority of the compositions
emerging from a European elite. Perhaps there is no accounting for taste. But the consistency of
Adorno’s eschewal of black musicking with the exceedingly white, Classicist intellectuals with
which he surrounded himself points to an assessment of extra-European sounds which is
historically situated and anything but disinterested.
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The consistent aggrandizement of a Euro-bourgeois aesthetical sense throughout
Adorno’s oeuvre indicates nothing less than a cultivated myopia to the authentic value
demonstrable in jazz. His ‘refined’ sense of authenticity in art evidences a man more involved in
the machinations of bourgeois hegemony than he would care to admit. Adorno would sooner
chalk up the enduring popularity of jazz to the “coloristic effect” of the “black man’s skin” and
the “silver of the saxophone” than to any “triumphant vitality” (53). Moreover, the lack of
historicized consideration of the black perspective as it pertains to jazz music4 presents a
conspicuous abandonment of the critical-dialectical method which he advanced through his
cultural study. Taken together with his erroneous prediction of jazz’s forthcoming demise, the
Adornan evaluation of jazz’s “use content” can and should be put to rest. So as to revitalize the
Marxist ambition of manumission from politico-economic disenfranchisement to which Adorno
aspired, we must take up his critical engagements with less befouled ears.
The contemporary emergence of a critical-exegetic music out of the margins of Brazilian
society presents a rebuttal of Adorno’s cynical assessments of the potential for proletariat
ascendance. The profundities of Black music and its facility in social activism in Brazil
demonstrate how Adorno misunderstood the potential for pragmatics in popular cultural
production. The communities developing around Afro-Brazilian musicking ought not be
conceived as utopian, or ‘no place’, as the ideologies imbued by hip hop actuate real social
change. In sum, the practices of Brazilian hip hop sustain both a common dialogue among
historically marginalized peoples and space for their communion.
In the following analysis, we are going to take up the Adornan project of aesthetic
critique to characterize the dynamics of control and resistance in contemporary Brazil. We will
4

Or any socio-cultural issue, for that matter.
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begin with a historicizing Brazil’s socio-political paradigm and the dynamics of control and
resistance therein. By foregrounding the modern poetics of Brazilian hip hop in the teleological
sublimation which it seeks to overcome, we can then observe the ways in which Afro-Brazilian
culture consummates a deliberative practice that reaches towards a utopian ideal. The product of
these investigations portends a need to transcend the dogmatics of Adorno’s aesthetical
philosophy, so that we can move towards a cosmopolitan ethic which facilitates more egalitarian
cultural and political practice for the world’s people.

III.

Historicizing Music from the Brazilian Margins

As long as the perception of art is confined to art, the work of art is not adequately perceived. In
order to be so perceived, the inner composition of a work calls for an external referent which is
not part of art, yet mediated by it.
Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, 478
In order to justify the implementation of Brazilian hip hop as a rhetorical device
in the dismantlement of Adorno’s cultural defeatism, we must first adumbrate the spatial and
historical alterity which informed its development. As such, this chapter is dedicated to an
account of the contemporary conflicts of racial identity and class representation in Brazil rest on
a historical foreground of aristocratic abuses of power. From a panoply of indigenous peoples, to
the European crusaders, to African slaves and immigrants, Brazilian society was built on the
backs of a multiethnic and multicultural population. Yet national governing bodies crafted
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legislation designed the systematic exclusion of marginalized groups from liberal civic
participation. So as to enrich a conception of the present character of inequity in Brazil, let us
trace the development of a culture grounded in the plural disenfranchisement of its citizens. The
evolution of democratic rights can be roughly segmented into three parts: imperial slave colony
origins; the civic and political instabilities wrought by the progression of modernization in the
20th century; and the contemporary conditions of citizenship as realized since the fall of Brazil’s
dictatorship thirty years ago. By investigating each of these eras in turn, we will consummate a
historicization of the social context which can foreground a conversation about the aesthetical
and political import of Brazilian hip hop.

Slavery, and the Origins of a Racial Democracy
From its inception as a Portuguese colony, the Brazilian state was committed to the
exploitation of minority labor. The first European settlement in the region, Pernambuco, was
established in 1532 under the Treaty of Tordesillas, which provisioned the Eastern territories of
the New World to Portugal. Over the course of the following three centuries, approximately 5.1
million slaves were imported from Africa to work under the bonds of a Portuguese elite,
acquiescent to the yen of a proto-capitalist milieu (Araújo, 1). These people, kidnapped primarily
from the Yoruba and Bantu tribes of Western and Central Africa, were interned in coffee, sugar,
rice, and tobacco plantations, as well as in the mines of central Brazil (History Today, 1997).
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(Fig. 1) A map of the Transatlantic slave trade
Acquiescent to the whims of landed mercantilists and debased by national policy, life for
Brazilian slaves was truly Hobbesian; nasty, brutish, and short. These black and brown peoples,
African and indigenous alike, were dehumanized by a wide array of punishments, limited only
by the sadistic imaginings of their masters: lashings, rape, starvation, and the hanging of slaves
were so commonplace as to be “inseparable” from the establishment of the Brazilian state
(Brown, 96). These objectifications came at a mortal cost for the Afro-Brazilian populace, where
the life expectancy of a male in bondage was a mere 27 years (Klein 169).
Though Brazilian policies such as the free womb law5 and a slave’s purchasing their own
freedom proffered the semblance of liberty, the reality wasn’t so cut and dry. Historian Sidney
Chalhoub posits that the freedom of slaves was tenuous at best until slavery’s abolition: the

5

The free womb law, passed in 1871, provided the children of slaves with citizenship (Encyclopedia Britannica).
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doctrine of Rio De Janeiro’s police chief “transferred to Africans and their descendants the
burden of proving their liberty… The consequences of such police conduct were durable for
people of African descent, since their detention on the allegation that they were suspected of
being fugitive slaves remained common for as long as slavery existed in Brazil”(2011, 431).
These figures existed beyond the pale of a public sphere, living in a tentative autonomy which
was ultimately “reduced to wardship”(Holston 80). The foundations of national Brazil were thus
inextricably tied to a commodification of the lives of those without the proper bloodline, a state
of affairs which perpetuated a revolutionary politics among the Afro-Brazilian people.
Those slaves who extricated themselves from the despotism of the mines and plantations
coalesced to form a contrary community system, one which asserted the radical autonomy of
blacks in Brazil. Quilombos—a name taken from the Kimbundu language of the Bantu people—
were freely associating societies of freed and escaped slaves which peppered the nation’s
topography since the first arrival of the African people6 (Junior, 127). Os Palmeres, the best
known of these communities, stood as a contradiction to the totalitarian ethos of the Brazilian
state. At its height in 1695, Os Palmeres boasted a population between five and thirty thousand,
commanding over fifteen thousand square miles of mountain and jungle (Diggs 63). The
usurpation of Brazilian territory (then under Portuguese control) was from the crown’s
perspective an untenable affront upon its regency, prompting over thirty years of conflict
between the quilombo and Brazilian forces. In 1695 a national army conquered the slave
rebellion, beheading their leader Zumbí and putting his head on public display as a
demonstration of the futility of their revolt.

6

Quilombos are better known in the English-speaking canon as Maroon States.
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Development of these contrary spaces for the unfettered living of Afro-Brazilians has
facilitated a polemic of black autonomy within an autarchic political system. Today, Zumbí’s
birthday is celebrated as a national holiday among Afro-Brazilians, symbolizing a radical
refutation of the racist denigrations still endured. Abdias do Nascimento argues that “the
Quilombist model has remained active as an idea-force, a source of energy inspiring models of
dynamic organization, since the fifteenth century. In this dynamic, almost always heroic process,
Quilombismo is in a constant process of revitalization and remodernization, attending to the
needs of various historical times and geographical environments”(153). Though now operant
under dominion of the Brazilian state, Quilombos continue to host an Afro-Brazilian contingent
living independently from the dominant culture. As we will observe in the following section, this
black acquisition of space realizes the Quilombist ideal in a contemporary context. In spite of the
shackles thrust upon them by a Latin demos, black revolutionaries in Brazil have been asserting
their inalienable liberty since the country’s formation.
Systematic exclusion of black people from statemaking activities persisted through
Brazilian abolishment of slavery. In May of 1888 Princess Isabel sanctioned o Lei Áurea, the
golden law, at the behest of an urban appeal for the manumission of slaves. However, the
impetus for the law’s passage could not be qualified as an ethical reevaluation of the grave
institution; rather, it appealed to the crown as a politically and economically pragmatic
amendment to Brazilian law. Both international pressures7 and the domestic elites’ yen to
participate in the global reorganization of labor embodied by the industrial revolution spurred the

7

Great Britain, in particular, had been threatening sanctions on Brazilian trade since its own abolition movement
since the beginning of the 18th century. This effected a cosmetic policy in the 1830’s prohibiting the trade of slaves
“for the British to see” which was routinely disregarded by Brazilian slavers (Hawthorne 120).
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Brazilian monarchy to end its commitment to slavery (Neto 247-8). Ironically, the conciliation of
slaves’ humanity and citizenship was a precipitating factor in the dismantlement of Brazil’s
monarchic order. In 1889 a contingent of rural aristocrats—owners of coffee plantations whose
livelihoods were organized around slave labor—catalyzed a coup d’etat, deposing the emperor
and establishing the First Republic of Brazil (Carvalho, 2007, 190). Though the new Brazilian
government imagined by these landed republicans did not revoke the abolition of slavery,
through the establishment of legislative policies restricting the hoi polloi from democratic
participation and the integration of capitalistic controls over ‘liberated’ laborers, the First
Republic modernized the old dynastic order8. So ended one epoch of discrimination and began
another, the continuation of a cultural conflict which informs the musicking of Brazil’s
marginalized peoples.

Dissonance and Convergence in Twentieth Century Politics
In accordance with much of the literature focused on the development of citizenship
rights, in this section I will adopt T.H. Marshall’s typology of citizenship as a rubric for
adumbrating the (il)liberal content of Brazilian customs. Following a loose historical thread
through the twentieth century, we will observe how the civil, social, and political rights of some
segments of the citizenry—principally those of African heritage—were systematically
disavowed and abused. Contrary to Marshall’s analysis, there is a compelling case that the
opening up of political representation has corresponded to a denigration of civic and social

8

read: rich, white, second and third generation Portuguese immigrants maintaining sociocultural control by
commandeering of various state institutions to perpetuate a nepotistic supremacy.
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justice in Brazil (Carvalho, 2001, 219). From voting norms, to land and labor rights, to
multicultural policy, through coup d’états, dictatorships, and world wars, I hope to elucidate the
Brazilian heritage of inequitable democracy.
The advent of the modern era brought with it much of the political baggage of the prior
century. Infused in the essence of the new Brazilian state was an illiberal commitment to the
stratification of class premised on a diminishment of racial history and lineage. Fomenters of the
Old Republic, now operating the government on a democratic principle, nonetheless
recapitulated the gradation of political inclusion substantiated by the previous regime. Stanford
law professor James Holston rightly implicates voting laws as a central apparatus in perpetuating
national inequality in his book Insurgent Citizenship: the Saraiva Law, which precluded
illiterates from voting or holding public office, persisted through the next five generations of
constitutional reform until 1988 (102). Such a dictum proved nontrivial; during the first popular
presidential election, less than 5% of the population was able to vote (Holston table 3.1). In
short, the Brazilian democratic paradigm was predicated upon a stratification of participation and
political franchisement. Rui Barbosa, one of the framers of the 1889 constitution, maintained that
the national concept of justice ought to sustain “privilege throughout the social and legal
system… it does not contest inequality. Rather, it accepts that social inequalities exist as prior
conditions of either disprivilege or privilege and treats them differently by distributing resources
accordingly”(29). As such, the overarching thrust of government policies served to fortify the
marginalization of the many in Brazil, actuating a neo-feudal system of serfs and robber barons.
Voters were further disenfranchised by collusion between their electorate and the landed
elite. The coronelismo system of manipulating elections arising at the turn of the twentieth
century evidences an exploitation of sovereignty by a strata of corporatists. Not unlike the
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political machines of America’s Gilded Age, those controlling the means of production would
exchange labor positions for the ballots of their constituents. As Victor Nunes Leal summarizes
the practice, “it is a specific manifestation of private power or, to put it another way, an
adaptation whereby the residual elements of a previously extravagant private power have been
able to coexist with a political regime”(1). The private powers to which Leal here refers are the
proprietors of latifundios, farming complexes historically worked by slaves. Their stranglehold
on the means of production ought not be understated; in 1940, 1.5% of the population controlled
48% of the tillable land (Leal 6). This system facilitated government exploitation of the
workforce and curtailed its bargaining power. Mediation of the democratic relationship between
the state and its electorate through its landed elite elucidates a plutocratic regime, wherein
laborers were forced to sacrifice their influence over a national agenda in exchange for selfsustenance. In sum, the economical-coercive activities of the Brazilian elite embodied a Marxian
domination of the masses.
Now, having investigated some of the apparatuses historically restraining political
citizenship in Brazil, let us turn to its limitations on civic sovereignty. T.H. Marshall’s inclusion
of “the right to own property and to conclude valid contracts”(10) as inalienable elements of civil
justice will guide this discussion. In particular, we will see how a national penchant for
disincentivizing laborer organization and its divestment of property rights at the margins of
urban centers exemplify an inegalitarian approach to civil liberties.
Governmental coercion was not limited to ballot-stuffing in rural Brazil; strict barriers
placed on labor union activities throughout all sectors of the economy limited their capacity to
organize against deleterious working conditions. Following Getúlio Vargas’ rise to power in the
1930 revolution, he passed the Consolidação de Leis do Trabalho (CLT), a set of policies which
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he intended to promote national industrialization. On the one hand, these laws provisioned
certain inalienable rights to union members, such as a universal minimum wage9, additional pay
for hazardous work, and standards for severance packages (Coslovsky 81). On the other hand,
the CLT systematized government control over union organization. The architecture of Brazilian
unions made this all but an inevitability, as they were administered as national institutions. Labor
strikes were thusly prohibited, and insurrective unionists were fired or had their bank accounts
frozen (Boito 8). Moreover, the rights and benefits that were provided by the state were limited
only to those working within officially recognized occupations, while agricultural, domestic, and
other workers were excluded. Holston asserts the newly formalized working class had become
relegated “into a new state-sponsored public sphere of law, bureaucracy, and spectacle that
depoliticized their demands for justice and gutted their organizational autonomy”(195). The
“corporatist unions” of Vargas’ regime thus laid the foundations for a “political hegemony of the
bourgeoisie over the workers’ struggle for wage improvement”(Boito 17) which reverberates in
an uncanny resonance with contemporary conditions of the working poor.
The margins of Brazilian urbanity have, over the course of the last century, developed in
the face of an intransigent Brazilian hegemony. Known today as the periferia, these communities
of working class migrants and minorities began conglomerating around city centers in
confluence with the modernization and industrial efforts of Vargas’ regime. Yet the
modernization project did not extend equally to all members of their society; over the next thirty
years, these peripheral spaces were fashioned in a “centrifugal pattern of segregation and
modernization of the already differentiated citizenship of Brazilians”(Holston, 146). The urban

9

Not that it was much of a penance. Minimum wage was originally set at fourteen different points according to the
region in which a worker was situated, with a paltry mean of $70 USD a month, rounded for inflation (Foguel
Figure 1).
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periphery was fashioned in the shape of favelas (‘shanty towns,’ built piecemeal in the hills and
periferia by new residents) and loteamentos (‘allotments,’ subdivisions of property illegally
procured by grifters), neither of which endorsed by the state. Instead, the housing and facilities
that developed in these marginal zones were the product of autoconstrução, wherein citizens
would pool resources to build their own communal institutions (Holston, 151). Perhaps
unsurprisingly, these were some of the only urban housing options available to Afro-brazilians.
This much is evidenced by the fact that, though one of every three Rio de Janeiro citizens was
black, there were twice as many black people living in favelas (Nascimento, 83). These spaces,
ostensibly unregulated by the state, embodied the social injustices Black Brazilians garnered
from their government.

These patchwork periferia communities, impoverished and unnurtured, became hotbeds
of crime and squalor, and in turn the object of national ire. With mushrooming populations of
low income immigrant and minority laborers, municipalities had neither the resources nor the
inclination to provide the public services necessary for these newfound residents10. In Rio De
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For a thorough historical analysis of the development of a political economy within favela communities, refer to
Brodwyn Fischer’s A Poverty of Rights: Citizenship and Inequality in Rio De Janeiro’s Favelas.
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Janeiro, for example, favela residents could not access the power grid until 1980 (Luque, 67),
and other public services were similarly neglected; in 1960, less than 10% of São Paulo citizens
had access to primary schools (Kimball 50). Beyond meager state support, these communities
lived under the constant threat of being stripped of their property. Without legal title to their
properties11, peripheral denizens were met with mass removal programs. From 1965 to 1975, in
Rio de Janeiro over 150,000 were stripped of their property and moved into temporary housing
(Anthony, 348). The negligence and antagonism facing periferia communities suffused a
topography of marginalization which systematically disenfranchises its inhabitants, thus
embodying an assortment of civic injustices perpetrated by the Brazilian state. In the next
chapter, we will return to periferia spatiality to characterize its impact on the utopian-critical
dialectic of contemporary hip hop lyricism.
To close our analysis of the progression of civil rights in Brazil, we will address the third
and final component of T.H. Marshall’s schema of liberal citizenship--social rights. Marshall
conceptualizes social rights as “the whole range from the right to a modicum of economic
welfare and security to the right to share to the full in the social heritage and to live the life of a
civilised being according to the standards prevailing in the society”(11). This conversation will
focus on the dismissal of multicultural heritage through its policy of racial democracy as it
unfolded in the subjugation of Afro-Brazilian cultural rites (and rights), and the resistance these
infractions engendered through the military dictatorship which bookmarked the contemporary
advent of democracy in Brazil.
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In “From Insurgent to Transgressive Citizenship,” Earle notes that as much as 65% of land in São Paulo is
occupied illegally (103).
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Following the success of the abolition movement in 1888, the Brazilian zeitgeist of white
elitism found a new skin with the advent of racial democracy. Popularized under the Vargas
regime by sociologist Gilberto Freyre in his 1933 book Casa Grande e Senzala, which contrasts
United States’ segregationist attitudes with the Brazilian policy of misçegenação12.
Miscegenation proposed the blending of different races, a eugenics program intended to cultivate
a cordial and unified Brazil. For Freyre, misçegenação policy ought harken back to the
plantation: “the system of big house-slave hut ... came to be-in some points at least-a near marvel
of accommodation: of the slave to the master, of the black to the white, of the son to the father,
of the wife to the husband”(1936, 115-16). His yearning for a utopian social unity thus manifests
in a paradigm of racial hierarchy wherein the lower classes, acquiescent to the degree of liberty
inhered to the shade of their skin, would matriculate effortlessly into society13. As historian JD
Needell notes, “For Freyre, sexual activity and racial domination are metaphors for one another,
and they form the matrix for Brazilian society”(1995, 71). Though never elevated to official
policy, what emerged from the theories of racial democracy was the curation of an “ambiguous”
schema of race relations which deprived the Afro-Brazilian populace of the rhetoric, esteem, or
institutional support to fight for proper restitution (Sansone, 54). The Brazilian state idealized
racial harmony to the point of obscuring the disenfranchisement it caused. All of this implicates
an unwillingness to develop the dialogue to address issues of multiculturality facing subaltern
society. The facticity of Afro-Brazilians was destitution, devoid of opportunities for education or
12

Freyre, who had taught at Stanford University, was appalled by the racial violence imbued in the American
public. In a journal entry from a visit to Waco, Texas, he writes that baring witness to the lynching and burning of an
African American compelled his desire to find a solution to the “race problem” in Brazil. That story is taken from
his book Tempo Morto e Outro Tempos, p. 33, though Needell warns to take the anecdote with a grain of salt as
Freyre often reworked his material before publishing ( 'Identity, Race, Gender and Modernity', p. 52.).
13
Designated purely by skin color, this schema would have blacks (pretos) delegated to the bottom of the social
spectrum, brown people (pardos) and those of mixed race (mestizos) occupying the middle, and whites (brancos)
situated at the top.
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upward mobility, freed slaves and their progeny cast into slums to serve the national elite. Black
intellectuals in Brazil thusly identified the central paradox of racial democracy as being the
public assertion of universal equality while maintaining a “preference for racially mixed
mulattoes over people of completely African ancestry”(Andrews, 489). By promoting an
ideology which stratified citizens explicitly by their skin color, the Brazilian hegemony adopted
a framework for regulating cultural rights on racial terms. In turn, the fascistic erasure of identity
endured by blacks, coupled with their newfound autonomy, catalyzed a new era of AfroBrazilian resistance.
With no support for cultural development coming from the state, Black Brazil curated its
own avenues for self-determination. As with before their emancipation, Afro-Brazilians
sustained a rich oeuvre of history, both shared and divergent, as well as cultural practices which
facilitated the rapid growth of social organizations after abolition in 1888. People like Abdias do
Nascimento, the founder of the Black Experimental Theater in São Paulo, propagated a sense of
African pride and the need to tear down the barriers to an equitable black experience. Martins,
Medeiros, and Nascimento elucidate how these groups established political agency for AfroBrazilian citizens: “a broad forum of discussion and analysis of problems confronting the black
population, focusing on the need to define and defend labor rights for domestic servants,
organize literacy and education campaigns in the favelas, and discuss issues of African identity
and aesthetics”( 2004, 790-1). With a largely apathetic governing body, these informal networks
of community activism proved imperative in the legitimating of a relationship between Black
Brazil and the state. Through the century succeeding manumission, these groups, and their
methods of self-advocacy, took a variety of forms.
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One such medium was the samba, an authentic expression of Afro-Brazilian identity that
demonstrates both the sagacity of Adorno’s concern for despotic cultural regimes and its
capacity for community uplift. A modernist renovation of Angolan polyrhythms which would
evolve into a distinctive Brazilian flavor of jazz instrumentation, the samba dances and schools
served as a nexus for community building in Black Brazil. The popularity of the genre was
conceived as vehicle for national pacification by Vargas’ regime, whose Departamento de
Informação e Propaganda14 would hire sambistas to compose music sympathetic to their
populist policies. Their hope to transform the poetical rhetoric into “musical compositions which
extolled the virtues of hard work, moral rectitude, and patriotism”(Williams 85) nonetheless
were thwarted by the artist’s radical civic ethos.
Samba provided a gateway into the legitimization of Black artistry in the public and legal
spheres. This much was evidenced by their involvement in political activism, as “Samba
composers in Rio confronted anti-favela prejudice by asserting the settlements’ solidarity,
integrity, and cultural prowess”(Fischer 38). The 1930 track “Pelo Telefone” was one of the first
to assert the validity of Black intellectual property rights in Brazil (Hertzmann, 708).
Institutional attempts at co-opting the genre proved ineffective, and samba “remained a vehicle
for resistance to state intervention into cultural production and commercialization”(Williams 86).
As such, samba shows us not only the vitality of Black culture in post-slavery Brazil, but also
how they employed their newfound freedom to assert their civil sovereignty. Taken by itself, the
foundations of samba music serve as a potent illustration of the inadequacy of Adorno’s concept
of the civic facility of the musicking of the Black Modern en masse.

14
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The authoritarian regime of Brazil’s Military Dictatorship, which preceded its
re=adoption of democracy, proved a potent anathema for the codification of a distinct AfroBrazilian identity. In 1964, the national government was seized by the military resulting from
long-running frictions between Brazil’s generals and its Leftist executive branch. What emerged
was an authoritarian and protectionist regime whose focus on industrial development culminated
in the Economic Miracle of the 1970’s (Oxford). Ironically, their commitment to establishing a
monolithic national order helped foment the public solidarity which eventually brought about its
dismantlement; their standardization of Brazil’s higher education system consolidated the
nation’s educators, a plurally Left-leaning cadre which would take up the banner of democratic
representation to renew the fight for civil rights and a just Brazil. One such advocacy group
which emerged from the dictatorship era was the Movimento Negro Unificado Contra a
Discriminação Racial15 (MNU), which protested the slew of discriminatory practices limiting the
upward mobility of Afro-Brazilians (Covin). Working in concert, at the beginning of the 1980’s
these advocacy groups had managed to achieve a degree of political representation through the
establishment of elected state governorships (Pereira). Additionally motivated by militant
opposition on the political left and right, by 1983 the military junta entered into negotiations with
the newly-established Labor Party (PT) to determine the best approach to dismantling the
dictatorship.
The Modernist project, as capitulated in Twentieth Century Brazil, provides the historical
foregrounding for our considerations of the culturo-political gravity hip hop music bares. Taken
as a whole, developments of Nineteenth Century Brazil demonstrate just how tenuous the
establishment of an equitable state and unified citizenry can be. Just as this era would come to
15

The Unified Black Movement Against Racial Discrimination
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inform Brazil’s contemporary lifeworld, it too was the product of its imperial past; the
innovation and embrace of racial democracy in the middle of the century was a Modern echo of
the hierarchies of race domination which structured the Brazilian Monarchy. Through five coup
détats16 and two world wars, a multitude of ideological forces guided the national program, from
populist capitalism to militarist protectionism. The industrialization and urbanization of Brazilian
society—and the development of the poverty-stricken periferias which it compelled—
demonstrate the alienating conscriptions of elite society which compelled Adorno’s castigations
of bourgeois machinery. Through it all, we saw how the interplay of coercive political rule and
expansions of Afro-Brazilian sovereignty set in motion the cultivation of a unified Black front
which employed its collective agency to lobby for more equitable representation. This section
engaged with a Hegelian-Marxist dialectic similar to that which guided Adorno’s project, albeit
with especial attention turned towards the progression of justices afforded to its historically
oppressed Black body politik. By examining the co-evolutions of race, class, culture, and politics
in Brazil, we might come to a fuller understanding of the discourse which informs Brazilian hip
hop today.

Contemporary Systems of Control and Civic Response
The present meditation will synthesize narratives of citizenship rights with issues of class
and race representation into the contemporary context. First, we will address recent state activity
in public welfare, education, municipal governance, and retributive justice in their prison
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Two of which went unaddressed in this precis, those being the end of Vargas’ rule in 1945, which saw the
reinstating of ostensibly democratic governance, and again after Vargas’ (democratically elected) second rule ended
in his suicide, in 1953. Though 1945-63 was a politically dramatic period, its intricacies are both worse-documented
and outside the scope of this paper.
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industry. Next, we will observe the modern day mise en scene by exploring divergent
manifestations of resistance in post-dictatorship Brazil, including: criminal networks; the
fortification of Afro-Brazilian identity; and popular protest. We will conclude this chapter with a
reflection upon the import of the current state of affairs as it relates to conversations about
citizenship rights, identity politics, and the global system. By entwining these disparate social
phenomena into one narrative, this dialectic consummates an image of the facticity which
foregrounds the rich aural tapestry that is Brazilian hip hop.
To begin our foray into recent developments within the public domain, it seems
appropriate to review the most conspicuous political evolutions of the last three decades.
Following the dismantlement of the military dictatorship in 1985, Brazil began its most recent
national epoch, that of the New Republic. As a testament to the diversity of its citizenship (or,
perhaps, to the constant flux of Brazilian identity), for the eight different regimes of the New
Republic, eight different political parties have held the president’s or vice-president’s chair. Of
the eight presidents, two were impeached: Fernando Collor Do Mello, in 1992, and Dilma
Rousseff in 2016, both of which were the result of federal investigations into financial scandal.
Luiz Inacio Silva Da Lula, 35th president of Brazil, reiterated this trend of clientelism when he
was imprisoned in April this year on grounds of money laundering and passive corruption. All of
this is to say the “transition to democracy” has proven tumultuous, and the legitimacy of state
practices ought not be taken for granted. Through its political turmoil, civil progress has
nonetheless been made. The following paragraphs will take account of the contemporary
conditions of citizenship in Brazil as construed by institutional design and the unregulated
organization of its public.
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Since the fall of the dictatorship, the civil inequality brought about by a bourgeois agenda
has been on the decline. According to the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral
Assistance (IDEA), access to fundamental rights in Brazil has increased by over 150%17.
Moreover, using the GINI index economic inequality has descended from a peak of 63.3 in 1989
to the most recent rating of 51.3 (World Bank, 2018). Though it’s worth noting that this negative
slope correlates with a global trend in inequality reduction, economic scholars like François
Bourguignon (2015) suggest that this international phenomenon was in a large part driven by
democratization and industrial development in Asia and Latin America, changes in which Brazil
played an integral part. Though economic security and democratic protections have declined
since their economic crisis in 2014, these indicators validate a stabilizing Brazil, a Brazil which
is living up to T.H. Marshall’s legacy of expanding individual sovereignty under the conditions
of modernization.
An integral institution in the mitigation of economic inequality has been the Programa
Bolsa Da Família (PBF)18. Originally formulated in 2003, the PBF is a wealth distribution
scheme formulated by now-imprisoned president Inácio Lula Da Silva. One of the largest cash
transfer programs across the globe, in 2014 49.6 million people—over a quarter of the national
population—were covered by Bolsa Da Família (Pereira). The program was implemented as a
measure to counteract intergenerational poverty, targeting families making less than $150 Reais
per capita a month, or about $40 USD. Given that threshold, the average PBF allotment of $149
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IDEA is a Swedish think tank which measures global data on political parity over time. They have expanded upon
the Democracy Index model to include five attributes of democratic regimes, each with constituent subcategories.
IDEA divides fundamental rights into the following strata: access to justice; civil liberties; and social rights and
equality. These subcategories are also broken down into constituent elements which are evaluated and aggregated on
a scale of 0 to 1, one being the absolute realization of the Democratic ideal.
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R would go a long way to bolstering fiscal stability amongst Brazil’s poor. Though its long term
import as a corrective for chronic poverty remains to be seen, we must acknowledge that the
Programa Bolsa Da Família provides an invaluable safeguard against mass destitution.
Another formative change to the national tenor of inequality has been an increased focus
on race-based restitution through educational reform. An indisputable force in effectuating
change in education policy has been the assembly of Afro-Brazilian activists. In the wake of the
dictatorship’s demise, organizations like the Black Front, the Geledés Institute for Black
Women, and the Afro-Brazilian caucus headed by then-congressman Abdias do Nascimento
pressured legislators to find correctives for racial discrimination. These efforts arguably came to
a head in 1996, when a throng of 30,000 marched on the capitol building in Brasília, demanding
national redress for racial disparities in education, infant mortality, employment, and violence
(Martins, 2004, 796). This endeavor was met with resistance from the public and state alike, with
claims of “reverse racism” and president Morales’ eschewing the demands as “ignoring the
evaluation of merit” (798) quelling formal attempts to change. Nonetheless, in 2002 the senate
signed affirmative action into law, mandating a quota of 20% for minorities in civil service and
universities, as well as funding for students and entrepreneurs of color (805). As a result, primary
school enrollment has risen from 81% in 1998 to 90% last year (World Bank, 2018). Beginning
the following year, all public primary schools were required to teach Afro-Brazilian history as a
part of their curriculum. Taken together, these changes represent a stark shift in national policy,
away from the race-blind attitude of racial democracy towards a multicultural liberalism.
Nonetheless, there remains a great deal of progress to be made in the equitable provision
of education. In 2010, The World Economic Forum ranked Brazil’s primary education system
127th in the world (Trebat, 2013, 131). Moreover, there remains a distinct race gap in
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performance, with 67% of black students dropping out of school prematurely (CENPEC 2016).
With the positive correlation between education level and income rates well established (Bureau
of Labor Statistics, 2017), the present circumstance seems likely to perpetuate a disparity of
economic stability between races in Brazil. While indisputable progress has been made towards
reparations for historical injustices through affirmative action programs and changing attitudes
about the import of race in educative opportunities, there is little doubt that more must be done if
Brazil is to achieve equality of race and class. Now, having addressed some of the state
institutions dedicated to the normative development of civil justice, we will turn to contemporary
mechanisms of punitive rule—Brazilian prisons and police.
The prison industrial complex of Brazil embodies the inegalitarian design of its justice
system. Today, Brazilian jails are at 161% capacity, hosting the third largest prison population in
the world (State, U.S. Department Of. 2015; Prisonstudies.org). Of Brazil’s 720,000 prisoners,
30% are minors, and over 40% have not yet been convicted of a crime (World Prison Brief;
Murray, 2013; Conectas, 2017). What’s more, a comparison of incarceration rates evidences a
clear pattern of racially skewed imprisonment; in São Paulo, pretos are 5.5 times more likely to
be jailed than brancos (Telles, “Race in Another America”, 156). As preacher, sociologist, and
hip hop scholar Michael Eric Dyson points out, the facts of mass detention must shape the
psyche of those who are most sensitive to imprisonment, and in Brazil—as in the United
States—this demographic is disproportionately comprised of black men: “the near ubiquitous
presence of of prison in the social landscape of black male life means that it increasingly seems
natural for black males to to go to jail…to see your life as a black male best realized behind bars,
because society throws you few other options, means that you’re already in a kind of
psychological and spiritual prison”(2007, 14). What we may understand as a ‘mythologization’
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of criminality will be explored further in the discussion of policing practice in Rio De Janeiro.
As it stands, this panoramic image of jailing practices in Brazil depicts a differentiated justice,
one which dichotomizes national liberty and exiles a plurality of its citizens.

(Fig. 3) Five Prisoners visible in a São Paulo cell originally
An epitomal demonstration of the unjust treatment of Brazilian prisoners can be found in
the 1992 Carandiru massacre, a horrific episode of state violence. Located just two miles north of
the São Paulo city center between neighborhoods Vila Guilherme and Santana, Carandiru was at
the time the largest prison center in Latin America. A fight had broken out amongst two
prisoners which escalated to a small revolt of the block’s inmates. In response, the national
government sent in federal troops to quell protests, a confrontation which ended in the execution
of 111 prisoners19. Though overturned by the Supreme Court this year, in September 2017,
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For reference, the two most informative sources are Héctor Bebenco’s fictional depiction Carandiru and its
critique documentary, O Outro Lado de Carandiru.
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federal judges acquitted the police officers responsible for the tragedy. While anecdotal, this
episode demonstrates a movement past retributivist justice towards despotic abuses of power. It
evokes a sense of the reality-making Foucault perceived in the panopticon (1975, 200-2) and the
atomization Adorno feels in the machinations of technological and political control. The
possibility of imprisonment and conditions thereof serve as background conditions for life in
Brazil, particularly in subaltern society. Such a state of affairs perpetuates an antagonistic
relationship between citizen and state, as breadths of social ways are defined by their criminality
and the masses are made vulnerable to punishment. Now, we will observe how conservancy of
the penitentiary life cycle is made possible by agents of the Brazilian state, its police force.
The recent emergence of Unidades de Policiais Pacificadores (UPP)20 in Rio De Janeiro
favelas demonstrate a marked shift in the state’s approach to civil inclusion. Inaugurated in 2008,
the UPP is a military organization formulated with the express purpose of reinstituting state
control over cartel-run neighborhoods. As we will examine with greater attention later in this
section, a large swath of Rio’s low-income residential zones have been usurped by drug
trafficking organizations, making them exceedingly dangerous places for residents and outsiders
alike, leaving such neighborhoods alienated from the city proper. As such, the UPP aims to
integrate these heterotopian spaces into the public ecosystem by dismantling their extranational
gang regimes and cultivating avenues for the provision of state services. UPP methods of
asserting national dominance over these zones differ starkly from those of previous military
interventions; whereas the UPP’s stated goal is pacification, prior state incursions aimed at
eradication of criminal elements. As Robson Rodrigues, former colonel in charge of the UPP
project notes, “pacification, which is still incipient, precarious, and provisional in some aspects,
20
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represents a dramatic improvement on the path to public security; an audacious movement of
approximation in the exact place where the ‘war’ was naturalized”(2014, 5). Thus, the
contemporary focus has shifted, at least rhetorically, from violence to assimilation.
But recent indicators paint a picture of a city still embroiled in conflict. In 2008, the
change of tact brought on by the UPP was met with optimism by the Brazilian citizenry, and
numerous studies have indicated positive impacts of UPP presence (Oosterbaan, 2014; CEsEC
2017; UPP 2018); visible drug trafficking and gun fights were on the decline, while access to
public services like potable water and plumbing increased. A clear demonstration of this change
is the decline of Rio’s homicide rate, from a staggering 61.8 per 100,000 residents in 1997 to 38
in 2016 (Rodrigues, 2014, 3; BFPS, 2018)21. Nonetheless, the pacification process is far from
over, and the last several years have seen a rise of violence in the urban center which calls the
UPP’s effect in question. There were over 6,731 murders in the city last year, the largest number
since the installation of the pacifying units. Perhaps more indicative, 17% of those murders were
perpetrated by police (UOL, 2018). What’s more, like its prison statistics, police violence in
Brazil is heavily skewed towards black and brown persons; from 1993 to 1996, 70% of Rio’s
police homicide victims were non-white, while non-whites comprised 40% of its civic body
(French, 2013, 162). During my time in Rio last year, I was unable to visit Rocinha—arguably
the most integrated of the city’s favelas, situated on a steep hill overlooking Ipanema beach—
due to a 3,000-strong military operation which resulted in the arrest of the neighborhood’s drug
kingpin (Philips, 2017). I could hear gunfire from my bedroom practically every night. In sum,
whatever peace the UPP has managed to instill in Rio De Janeiro, whatever assimilation of these
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As a point of comparison, New York City had a homicide rate of 3.7 in 2016 (FBI).
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disparate communities it has achieved, civil harmony rests in a tenuous balance. Taken together,
these data sanctify Holston’s classification of Brazilian citizenship as inegalitarian.
A narrative thus emerges, one of crime and punishment, domination and resistance. In the
shadow of these myriad injustices, Michel Foucault’s commentary on the encroachments of
hegemonic power seem all the more pertinent: “it must also master all the forces that are formed
from the very constitution of an organized multiplicity; it must neutralize the effects of counterpower that spring from them and which form a resistance to the power that wishes to dominate it:
agitations, revolts, spontaneous organizations, coalitions—anything that may establish horizontal
conjunctions”(Foucault, 1975, 219). Now we must turn our gaze to these horizontal conjunctions
as they have manifested in modern day Brazil. From the advent of gangs, to the private
usurpations of public space, to the development of class and race consciousness, we will delve
into the contemporary nature of resistance. Taken together with the state’s regulatory practices, a
consideration of these phenomena will inform our approach towards hip hop and its accord with
the elevation of a sovereign Brazilian polity in the next section.
In opposition to the abuses of justice perpetrated against the disenfranchised many, gangs
have developed an alternative political and economic order in Brazil’s subaltern spaces. After the
transition to democracy, drug cartels emerged from state prisons as prominent players in the
political landscape of the country’s urban centers (Holston, 300-1). Groups like Comando
Vermelho22 and Amigos dos Amigos23 curate informal social networks for the distribution of
drugs and recruitment of new members, establishing spheres of influence in the multiplicity of

22
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The Red Command.
Friends of Friends.
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morros and asfaltos24 woven through Brazil’s cities. What has emerged is a social system
operating altogether outside of public dominion. With that being said, Brazil’s drug cartels often
operate with the tacit approval of their communities, exchanging protection for the complicity
and non-intervention of city residents (Peirce, 2008). To confound matters, gangs have
established clandestine relationships with the state, tapping into the same clientelist hierarchies
which sustained the political machines of the early 20th century (Arias, 2006). Working in
conjunction with NGOs, residential associations, and governmental affiliates, these criminal
organizations exchange kickbacks and local votes for the ability to operate unimpeded. Holston,
in the final chapter of Insurgent Citizenship, argues that these groups are, perversely, fighting for
the legitimation of democratic rule: “The productions of the legal and the illegal have long been
reciprocating processes in Brazil, a symbiosis key to the development of a differentiated
citizenship… the rights talk of the poor [and gangs as a component part] suggests that the law,
which has oppressed them for centuries, has become something intimate to their sense of
belonging to the public”(302-3; 309). Brazilian gangs have thus carved out unofficial channels
for asserting claims of autonomy, at once in conjunction with and opposition to state control.
Consideration of these extra-legal entities will be formative in our analysis of the social import
of hip hop in Brazil. At present, we will engage with a fundamental means of subverting the
dominant culture in Brazil: protest.
An astounding aspect of democratic participation within the Brazilian polity in the
modern age has been its capacity for expressive opposition to national abuses of power. Since
1989, protests, marches, and strikes have become integral tools in the exercise of democratic
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Hills and asfalts, colloquial terms for the slums (which often occupy hillsides) and more established
neighborhoods, which are more likely to have paved roads.
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rights in Brazil. My interest in the nation’s politics began in earnest in 2015, as the fallout of
then-president Dilma Rousseff’s role in the Petrobras embezzlement scandal hit the world stage.
Beyond the bawdiness of a president siphoning millions of dollars from public coffers, what
amazed me was the vocality of the national response. In March of that year, almost seven million
people erupted across the nation to demand the impeachment of their president (Globo, 2015).
Perhaps even more astonishing was the tranquility of the demonstrations; in Rio, several
thousand gathered on Copacabana beach to sing protest songs from the days of the military
dictatorship (CNN, 2015). The seismic waves which have shaken the democratic foundations of
Brazilian politics in the ensuing years have seen equivalent turnout of a polity exercising its
democratic These cases of political critique bare the same character of discursive activism which
positions hip hop as a formative means of public activism.

(Fig. 4) A crowd 500,000 strong protesting the Petrobras Scandal in São
Facing a history of dehumanizing treatment by a strata of white elites, from the atrocities
of slavedom to the atomization of Brazilian industry, Afro-Brazilian activism serves as a salve
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for the cultural poisons of race and class discrimination. We already saw how black activism
proved instrumental in the enactment of legislation which condemned racial prejudice and
provided affirmative action as reparative measures for Brazil’s history of racial injustice.
Organizations like the MNU, AfroReggae, and others continue to take the issues facing Black
Brazil into the public conscious, rallying for the equitable distribution of justice. Issues like
police brutality and the racial education gap command their attention as they bring cases before
the national judiciary. Earlier this year, thousands marched through Rio de Janeiro’s streets to
protest the murder of Marielle Franco, a community organizer who was killed by police this
March (NPR). Through their advocacy projects, what shines through is a fully-formed
conception of Afro-Brazilian identity; drawing on ideologies of Black empowerment like Zulu
nation and United States’ Black Power movement, a unified movement has consolidated around
a concept of negritude, or simply, blackness. These contemporary developments present a stark
rebuttal of the race-blind politics propagated by Racial Democracy. In short, Brazil today has
found its Black polity at the fore of political engagement. Though a great distance must still be
traversed before these people can rest on the laurels of an equitable political circumstance, AfroBrazil has begun to establish their civil sovereignty in the face of an intransigent hegemony.
Before we conclude our historical foregrounding of Brazilian hip hop, it would be wise to
consider the way the political developments fomented in the nation reverberate throughout our
global system. The struggles endured by the lineages of Afro-Brazilian people have been
reiterated around the Western world over the last two centuries, as modernizing nation states
have confronted the atrocities of slavery and their illiberal estrangement of the African progeny.
Black America, dislodged from its homeland and stripped of its sovereignty, shares in a common
politic of struggle. As Paul Gilroy, originator of our concept of the Black Atlantic, elucidates,
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“The fractal patterns of cultural and political exchange and transformation [in the Black
Atlantic]… indicate how both ethnicities and political cultures have been made anew”(15). The
radical expressions of Blackness permeating the African diaspora inform a unique cosmopolitan
sense of common identity and the ubiquitous concern for equitable racial justice. Just as African
culture has been transmuted by its engagement with the dominant regimes of the Americas, the
“transvaluation of all values”(Gilroy, 199) across the Black Atlantic allows for the dissemination
of new ideas of Black identity and the curation of integrated political and cultural ethics. In our
increasingly globalized world, the African progeny is through its communal discourse
manifesting its own cultural nexus, what could be called a Black utopia standing in negation of
the long history of racial abuse its citizenry has endured. Thusly situated, we ought to understand
the development of an Afro-Brazilian culture as a constituent fact, a wave in the rising tides of
the Black Atlantic.
In this section, we have examined the dynamics of public life in contemporary Brazil as
an interplay between elite assertions of dominance and Black struggles for equitable
representation. Contrary to T.H. Marshall’s prognosis—that the expansion of democratic
participation necessarily breeds more equitable political, civic, and cultural conditions for the
demos—in a number of ways the democratization of Brazil has been thwarted by the continued
obstruction of civic justice. The popular narrative holds that the political turmoil, corruption, and
violence of the modern era overshadows injustices previous era. Of course, many aspects of
Brazilian life are improving; education, social welfare, access to public utilities, and democratic
stability have all achieved new meridians. But as the state has sought to absorb the Brazilian
populace into the national machine, conflict has erupted along a number of axes. The
disreputable treatment of subaltern society in Brazilian prisons and rampant police brutality
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today have bred public resentment of the state’s punitive ethos. Moreover, the governmental
abuses of power which have been brought to the public conscious by the string of corruption
scandals of the last decade cast a pall over the legitimacy of the Brazilian Democratic project.
Thusly, the character of Brazilian public life has been marked by the emergence of popular
unrest not seen since the height of the military dictatorship. Considered together, these social
phenomena are some of the intractable elements composing the contemporary Brazilian alterity.
As such, the factical considerations laid out in this chapter present the historical sediment with
which Brazilian hip hop now contends. Now, we must turn to the genre in itself, to bring its
essential character to bare. Only then may we contend with the potencies and deficiencies of
Adorno’s aesthetic theory.
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IV.

O Rítmo Brasileiro and the Fight for Autonomy

The socially critical zones of artworks are those where it hurts; where in their expression,
historically determined, the untruth of the social situation comes to light. It is actually this
against which the rage of art reacts.
Theodor Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, 237
Black drama; the trauma I carry means I am no more than a fucked Black man //
Drama of the chain and favela. Tomb, blood, sirens, cries and candles… //
For those who live in the war, peace never existed.
Racionais MCs, “Black Drama”25
The countless modes of Brazilian culture are undoubtedly ensconced in the machinations
of its historicity. Its factical past—imperialist origins, the illiberality of slave society, and an oftunrepresentative political order, among other things—informs the collective conscious of the
present. Nonetheless, the social gestalt defies totalization, and inspection of the countless lives
lived as ‘Brazilian’ taken side by side would unveil contradictions of circumstance, experience,
and belief which would appear irreconcilable. The immense disparity of the national body is
popularly construed as that of ‘Two Brazils,’ a framework which interprets the various
antinomies of public life as essentially dichotomous. Public and private, rich and poor, urban and
rural, old and young, black and white; the scope of experience is in reality one of ‘Many Brazils,’
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“Negro Drama; o trauma que eu carrego pra não ser mais um preto fodido // O drama da cadeia e favela.
Túmulo, sangue, sirene, choros e velas… // Pra quem vive na guerra a paz nunca existiu.”
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a spectrum of possible circumstance that shape the manifold identities and ideologies of the vast
and diverse nation.
From its inception in the Brazilian sphere, hip hop has been emblematic of a black
consciousness, one which readily evokes its otherness from the hierarchy of Brazilian political
life. Diametrically opposed to the cordial hegemony of racial democracy, hip hop has served as a
medium for the unmitigated expression of Afro-Brazilian souls, their dramas, their hardships,
and their aspirations for the last half century. Though its multiplicity of form is aethereal and its
rhetorical content diverse, in Brazil’s subaltern and high society alike hip hop has come to
represent an aesthetic means of protesting the injustices of o sistema26, that is, the social powers
which dictate our individuated condition. And so, we must consider critically the ways in which
Brazilian hip hop might attain the authentic freedom which Adorno discerns as the apogee of
poetical being.
In order to get a handle on hip hop’s socio-political consequence in Brazil, we must
understand its ways of being as it relates to the public alterity. Consequently, Adorno’s
considerations of the existential circumstance surrounding proletariat life are readily applicable
to the lived experiences of African Brazil. The commodity character of the artwork, and its
usurpation by industry forces, are hazards to which which hip hop is not immune. Moreover,
injunctions of the state and the body politik have proven formative obstacles to the free play of
Brazilian hip hop. Nonetheless, hip hop has persevered through these adversities, constructing a
discursive alternative to the dominant national ideology, a diasporic culture sanctified in its own
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The system, a catchall term in hip hop vocabulary which refers to a “national hegemonic system… [which hip
hoppers refer to] as part of Brazil’s problematic socialization process”(Pardue, 2008, 12).
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community logic and mores. Thus, we must recognize hip hop as an aesthetic means of
collective emancipation.
To demonstrate the insufficiency of Adorno’s concept of hip hop music qua its liberatory
potential, we must take up his method of analysis and bring it towards a methodological
appraisal of the music in a fashion which does not distort its fundamental content. If he could
have looked past his cultural schema of a monolithic culture industry which has usurped the
totality of popular musics, Adorno may have recognized the emancipatory drive generated by the
progeny of the Black Atlantic.
The pulse of hip hop propels the actuation of a sonic space where authentic expression of
Negritude exists outside of the dominant logics of Brazilian culture. As such, we would do well
to conceive of the genre in terms laid out by musicologist Josh Kun, as audiotopia. Audiotopias
are “small, momentary, lived utopias built, imagined, and sustained through sound, noise, and
music”(21). The lyrical and instrumental contents of Brazilian hip hop compel a dialectical
engagement with, and transcendence of, the circumscriptions of a hegemonic national order. It
provides a wheelhouse of discursive tools for interpreting the facts of Brazilian society and
proposing possible alternatives to it. In this way, the development of an authentic Brazilian hip
hop community over the last half century provides an imperative counterweight to the Adornan
concept of mass cultural bankruptcy.
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(Fig. 5) A Fraternidade dos Bailes: some attendees of a Rio
Over the course of the following two sections, we will traverse the sonic and physical
spaces of hip hop in Brazil to find evidence of its emancipatory potential. Beginning with a
summary of its historical development in the global context, we will then turn to a classification
of the music’s constituent subgenres in the nation. In turn, the following section will explicate
the variety of avenues through which Brazilian hip hop can and has effectuated societal change,
thus consummating its status as an audiotopian encomium of radical Black freedom.

From Gangan27 to 808s: A Historico-Musical Précis of Brazilian Hip Hop
The fruit of Brazilian hip hop are as diverse as the diasporic soils from which it has
blossomed. To formulate a unified theory of this sound’s noumenal essense, in all its divergent
manifestations, seems a tall order, and thus we must turn to the wisdom of those who have
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Gangan, or variously dundun, is a Yoruboid term for the talking drum, an instrument which emulates the tone and
tenor of speech. The percussion instrument has been used by the Griots of West Africa for over half a millenium.
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immersed themselves in the music—anthropologists, critics, and above all the sonic creators
themselves—to construct a framework for the analysis of ever-emerging Afro-Brazilian
aesthetical particularities. First, we will recount the origins of the hip hop sound and how its
subsequent spread through the Black Atlantic brought hip hop to its current seat in the Brazilian
cultural pantheon. In turn, we will adumbrate a selection of the subgenres that have emerged
across the country, and their divergent ways of poeticizing Brazilian life. Taken together, these
considerations will consummate an Adornan dialectic which classifies the innate
interrelationality of this Brazilian music and the lifeworld in which it is situated. We shall
observe how the interminable vitality of the Afro-Brazilian spirit flows through its musical
oeuvre.
The origins of hip hop, as we know it today, could be traced back to a 1973 birthday
party at 1520 Sedgewick Avenue, an otherwise unremarkable apartment building in the Bronx,
New York City (History, 2009). Presided over by Emcee Kool Herc—at that point a teenager
better known as Clive Campbell—the soundtrack was a groundbreaking ‘breakbeat’ based in
Herc’s auteurist remixing of the disco and soul records he threw on a pair of turntables. There
was a lyrical element, too; emulating the turntablists of his native Jamaica, he would talk over
and in conjunction with the records in a fashion which foreshadowed the development of the
metric rhyme which defines contemporary rap lyricism. Though at first an underground cult
phenomenon, over the course of the ensuing decade hip hop culture would spread rapidly
through New York City’s lively music scene, with groups like Grandmaster Flash and the
Furious Five, Public Enemy, and Run DMC coming to overshadow the funk and rock outfits
which had preceded them. In 1979, the Sugarhill Gang’s break out single “Rapper’s Delight”
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was the first hip hop track to break the Billboard top 40, marking the beginning of the genre’s
cultural dominion which continues to this day.
Afro-Brazilians would come to pick up the torch of hip hop and its distinct cultural mores
as their distinct (and untotalizable) cultural identity went through its own metamorphosis. As was
the case in New York, Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo were vibrant theaters for Black music. At
the height of the Military dictatorship’s Economic Miracle in 1971, the Bailes de Pesada28 were
bringing upwards of 5,000 fans to the dancefloor of Rio De Janeiro’s nightclubs, where disc
jockeys would spin American funk, soul, and disco records29 a là James Brown, Earth, Wind, and
Fire, Marvin Gaye, and beyond (Vianna 24-5). Events like Furação 200030 and Soul Grand Prix
were showcases of the same turntablist ethos promulgated in New York City’s ghettos. These
bailes would subsume enough critical mass to garner the attention of the major labels; in 1976,
Soul Grand Prix founder Dom Filó signed a distribution deal with Warner Brothers for a
compilation vinyl of one of their nightly baile’s setlists (Dunn 271). Brazilian hip hop soon
developed its own sound and significance.

28

Literally, ‘weighty’ or ‘heavy’ dances.
An important semantical note: Though a technical account would note the rhythmic and historical distinction
between these subgenres, in 1970’s Brazil, attendees of the myriad bailes and acolytes of a ‘Black Sound’ were, for
all intents and purposes, employing funk and soul as more-or-less interchangeable descriptors of their listening tastes
(see Sansone, 115). For more information on the intricacies of all of these archetypally ‘Rhythm n’ Blues’ styles,
check out William Banfield’s Cultural Codes: Makings of a Black Music Philosophy.
30
Meaning Hurricane 2000.
29
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(Fig. 6) Adherents of estilo ‘Black Power’, prescribed fashion of the
A decade later, delivered from the dictatorship’s umbra, the sounds of Black Brazil
luxuriated into an expansive web of cultural practices and significances. Just as Kool Herc
repurposed American soul grooves and the Jamaican DJ’s libretto, his then-nascent hip hop
stylings had been appropriated by musicians across Brazil and the Black Atlantic at large31 in a
complex process of global cultural flow. By 1985, under the umbrella of Brazilian hip hop
emerged a plethora of subgenres which took up their own aesthetical styles, methods of
production, and discursive modes. Regardless of its individuated form, the bailes do hip hop,
historical and contemporary, provide a heterotopian32 nexus of community development for the
Black polity in Brazil. Let us consider some of these in turn.
Funk Carioca

31

The advancement of hip hop into the domain of white culture, though non-trivial, is a topic outside of this paper’s
domain. As it pertains to Brazilian hip hop musicking, suffice it to say that, while an insignificant aspect of the
listenership at its onset, has become an increasingly substantive participant in Brazilian hip hop culture. See James
McNally, “Favela Chic,” 2016.
32
The etymological inspiration for Josh Kun’s concept of the Audiotopia, taken from Michel Foucault’s “Of Other
Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias” (1984).
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Arguably the most eminent permutation of Afro-Brazilian musicking to emerge from its
embrace of the hip hop movement is Funk Carioca. A stylistically hybrid subgenre of hip hop,
Funk Carioca stands as a direct descendent of the Rio de Janeiro scene. As the dançarinos33 of
the bailes Blacks shimmied their way into the New Republican democracy, innovations to the
hip hop sound from across the Atlantic fundamentally changed the musical modes in Rio de
Janeiro and across Brazil. In particular, the sonic particularities of Miami Bass fomenting under
the likes of 2 Live Crew were imported by some jetsetting Rio MCs like DJ Marlboro, a
founding father of the genre (The Guardian). The “stop start flavor” and incorporation of
electronic percussion from hardware like the Roland 808 drum machine propelled a profound
transformation of the hip hop sound, north and south of the equator (Unterberger, 144-5).
Though still founded on the scratches and remixing old school hip hop popularized, the
incorporation of melodic hooks and classically Brazilian rhythms sets funk carioca apart from its
sonic cousins. Over the course of the last two decades, the resplendent sound of funk carioca has
come to dominate the bailes which pepper the morros of Brazilian urbanity.
The Afro-Brazilian culture inhered to funk carioca sound and lyric has earned it no small
degree of public acrimony. During my time in Rio de Janeiro, I had the opportunity to sit in and
record a public hearing in the federal courthouse situated in the city center. The meeting was
called to field the citizen’s sentiments about a petition which was being considered by national
legislators to “outlaw Funk Carioca”. The public response to the proposed prohibition was by
and large outcry, both at the legal ambiguity of the proposition and its racially-discriminatory
impetus (Globo 2017). While this prohibition was eventually shot down by legislators, a similar
motion had been put in effect in 2000 after the deaths of some audience members in a ‘Corridor
33

Dancers.
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of Death’ mosh pit at a baile funk (The Guardian, 2005). The resultant ban on funk carioca
prevented musicians from distributing their CDs, getting radio play, or performing their music
live. Rather than promote a more ‘wholesome’ musical community, though, the castigation of
these funkeiros sent the scene deeper into the periferia, ceding to local cartels patronage over the
music. While we will address the capitalist administration of that relationship in the coming
paragraphs, we will first give way to a conversation about funk carioca’s pragmatic import.
Funk carioca has provided the parlance and forum for collaborative construction of a
youthful Black community in Brazil’s major cities. Hermano Vianna, describing Rio’s funk
scene in the summer of 1986, discerned that the music had lost the explicitly political sense of
negritude promulgated by the bailes Blacks of the prior decade. Though the ‘Black Power’
rhetoric of the ‘70’s had left the common vocabulary, the social communion of the funk
explicitly formed by the Afro-Brazilian youth. Despite the a-political rhetoric which has come to
circumscribe much of funk carioca lyricism, I am convinced that the genre nonetheless
synthesizes and uplifts an egalitarian community ethos in the face of a lived adversity. To echo
Paul Sneed, “At the core of funk culture is a utopian impulse, a desire to be lifted above the
scarcity, vulnerability, and dreariness of poverty and transported to a place of abundance, power,
and excitement through the experience of the music in the baile[s] funk”(Sneed, 2008, 60). The
aforementioned illegalization of funk carioca at the beginning of the millenium and again
considered last year would have mirrored the historical precedent set by the national body in its
bans on Samba, Capoeira, and Tropicália in the last century, an active marginalization of the
cultural rights of the Brazilian outremonde34. Despite these reverberations of a historical
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French for ‘underworld.’
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xenophobia, hip hop in Brazil has sustained a vibrant and actuative social practice. The following
case will demonstrate the genre’s diverse capacities in establishing such a constructive narrative.
Manguebeat
Manguebeat, a moviment most antropófagica35, emerged at the end of the last millenium
as a culture mode which served as a vanguard of the global hip hop ethos in Brazil’s northeast.
Born out of the bohemian surf culture which dominated Recife, Salvador, and Fortaleza, the
genre was originally dubbed ‘Manguebit’36, a name as cosmopolitan as the ideology it
represents; it synthesizes the fecund diversity of the Pernambucan landscape with the technofuturistic powers granted by the computer age. “The Manguebeat achieved, thusly, not just in
respect to what is considered tradition… nor solely valued by that which is considered
contemporary, but fundamentally [attending] to their [sonic] mixture in a regime of
indeterminacy and relation”(Vargas, 98)37. Vargas proposes that the essential innovation of the
Manguebeat movement rests in its unfettered assimilation of tonal and rhythmic influences. In
seamlessly blending punk noise, electronic synthesizers, Caribbean riddim, hip hop rhyme
schemes, rock n’ roll riffs, samba band baterias38, and a whole gamut of musical devices besides,
Manguebeat undergirds a cosmopolitan sense of global belonging and multicultural inclusivity.

Multicoloridos, homens, multicoloridos
35

Multicolored men, multicolored

Literally, cannibalistic, though the term has been co-opted by culture critics to conceptualize the process of
historical consumption, referentialism, and hybridity which characterizes Brazilian modern art. The transformation
of the term dates back to poet Oswaldo de Andrade’s 1928 Manifesto de antropófago, a modernist polemic of the
cultural ouroboros.
36
In English, “Mangrove Bit”.
37
“O Manguebeat conseguiu, assim, não apenas ao que se considera a tradição—cujo traço é a relação marcante com
a comunidade que a produz... e nem somente valor ao que se conhece por mais contemporâneo, mas
fundamentalmente atenção às mesclas construídas com um e com outro, no tal regime de indeterminação e relação.”
38
Baterias are Carneval-inspired drum lines which employ an assortment of traditional African percussion
instruments, such as the Angolan reco-reco scraper and Yoruba agogô bells (Freyer, 2000; Grimmell College).
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Andem, sentem, amem

They walk, feel, love

Acima, embaixo do mundo

On top, beneath the world

cascos, caos, cascos, caos

Skulls, chaos, skulls, chaos

Imprevisibilidade do comportamento

Incongruities of behavior

O leito não-linear, consegue

Follow the non-linear strata

Pra dentro do universo

From within the universe

Música quantica?

Quantum music?

(Fig. 7) From Chico Science & Nação Zumbi’s 1994 song, “Côco Dub”
The aesthetically hybrid inclinations of Manguebeat Chico Science of Chico Science e
Nação Zumbí (CSNZ)39, a polemical duo making described their contribution to the globalist
oeuvre this way: “the basic idea of Manguebeat is to put a dowsing rod in the mud and to enter
into contact with all of the elements possessed by a universal music, that will make future people
look at the rhythm as it was before”(Vargas, 98)40. As the lyrics quoted above indicate, the duo is
intimately aware of their situatedness in a national politics of racial democracy and the
creolization of the global system. If we take Chico Science to be speaking representatively of the
Manguebeat movement, we can thus capitulate this manifestation of Brazilian hip hop as a
dialectical engagement with notions of self-determinism in the face of its own thrownness.
Positivismo

39

Their names respectively mean ‘Boy Science’ and ‘zombie nation,’ though the latter is also an appeal to AfroBrazilian pride; Zumbí was the ‘maroon’ war hero who defended the Palmares quilombo discussed in the second
chapter.
40
“Então, a idéia básica do Manguebeat é colocar uma parabólica na lama e entrar em contato com todos os
elementos que têm para uma música universal, isto fará com que as pessoas futuramente olhem para o ritmo como
ele era antes”.
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Positivismo41, as with the ensuing Ostentação and Feminismo, is less a subgenre of
Brazilian hip hop than it is a rhetorical disposition. An echo of the conscious rap which
proliferated in the American Golden Age of the late ‘90s, positive rappers in Brazil wants to
move beyond a discussion of the issues facing marginal society into the proposition of possible
solutions. As Pardue articulates, “‘positive’ hip hoppers claimed that they were, in fact, prepared
to provide “solutions” to the periphery reality… [it] includes orientations toward information and
sound technology as a way to escape the limited resources of the periphery”(2008, 8). São Paulo
musicians like Thaìde and Nino Brown take a look at favela life, and seeing themselves as agents
of change, aim to use their music as a means to actuate a better lived circumstance for their
community. As such, positivismo serves as an epitomal example of the audiotopian ethos bred
into Brazilian hip hop.
Ostentação
In stark contrast to the pragmatics of positive rap, the lyrical content of Ostentação is
guided by an admixture of capitalist aspiration, violent braggadocio, and nihilist escapism.
Literally meaning ‘Ostentation Rap,’ it has become increasingly popular rhetorical mode in
Brazilian hip hop, sharing the ‘Trap’ sentiment which has emerged from Atlanta’s gangsta rap
scene in the United States. This sentimental correlation is situationally founded, as ostentação
has been in many ways directed by the involvement of Brazilian gangs in hip hop culture. As
Paul Sneed discerns, “homage is paid to favela gangsters and their acts and power are glorified.
The lyrics of ostentação contain complex images and codes that have arisen through the
ideological processes that support the governance and power of criminal factions.”(2007, 222).
Following the prohibition of funk in 2000, many Brazilian rappers turned to local gangs as
41

literally, positivism.
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alternative sources of patronage. Akin to the ultranationalist samba discography produced under
Getúlio Vargas’ administration, ostentação rappers are paid to produce pro-cartel anthems and
perform them live (The Guardian, 2005). As cultural nexus, the orientation of bailes funks have
in this way become increasingly beholden to the violent, bacchanalian predilections of gang
culture.
Paul Sneed believes “there is some consensus about the authority of Rio's criminal
factions in favela communities and that their power is not solely based upon fear but rather, like
that of all forms governance, upon a hegemonic process involving specific ideological
strategies“(226). The running theory to which Sneed here capitulates surmises a symbiotic
relationship between the cartels and their local funk musicians, with fiscal backing as well as
managing their use of public space and distribution strategies, in exchange for the provision of
bailes as avenues for recruiting new gang members and selling narcotics. As we discussed in the
previous chapter, cartels have been integrated into the municipal machinery in São Paulo and Rio
de Janeiro as regional advocacy groups, thus establishing them as cogs in the development of
favela life. In its capitulation to the ideologies of uncompromising powers, funk’s commodified
nature becomes evident.

Feminismo
Hip hop has sustained and subverted the machismo which permeates hip hop as a whole,
and Brazilian culture at large. Through engagements with ideas of masculinity and femininity,
rappers can cultivate their own sense of self in relation to socially constructed gender norms. At
once a more sexually liberated and repressive nation than the United States, popular culture there
has been open to icons who freely flaunt the stratifications of gender perpetuated by o sistema.
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Still an open field for rhetorical play, hip hop can be employed unreflectively as it deals with the
gendering of society.
Hip hop feminismo presents an active admonition of the patriarchy’s delimitting force,
instead facilitating a public engagement with women’s expressive means. A potent case study of
hip hop’s applicability to feminist discourse is how, since the 1990’s, the São Paulo NGO
Geledés has cultivated awareness campaigns about gender inequality through collaborations with
female Brazilian rappers (Pardue, 2008, 148-9). Traditionally cordoned off by Brazilian ideas of
bikini-clad bodies and the subordination of women into domestic roles, the fundamental equality
of our being as sexed individuals has been brought to the fore by the inclusion of woman’s voice
in hip hop. Though the sexual objectification of women is still a prominent motif in the genre,
the gradual inclusion of women’s roles as authority figures in the genre evidences its potential as
a mode for extending feminist discourse. As such, hip hop feminismo demonstrates the music’s
potential for conceiving of utopian alternatives to the injustices inhered in an imperfect society.
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Collectively, these subgenres present a pastiche of dialectical modes which can propel a
more informed global discourse among hip hop adherents. Rap’s surpassing of America’s
borders allowed it to be taken up by disperate international countries. Not only has hip hop
become a sonic mainstay in Brazil, but it has taken root in the diasporic societies in Mexico,
South Africa, the United Kingdom, Australia, and beyond. As Halifu Osumare elucidates in her
analysis of the United States - Brazil connection, “local manifestations of marginality that
resonate with… global patterns of state hierarchies that are connected by the contemporary
neoliberal world system of political economy… [these] socio-political ‘connective marginalities’
represent the reality of extant social inequalities that link youths internationally through hip-hop
culture”(Osumare 8). Thus, the audiotopias cultivated within the Brazilian context can extend to
an international discourse. A global narrative which addresses the universality of situated
injustice can thus inspire a cosmopolitan sense of belonging and compel the formation of
systematic modes of response.
Taken as a whole, the divergent forms of Brazilian hip hop culminate numa som
étno-nacional42 which can extend to the world’s people. The various methods of hip hop
musicking we have considered all confer public meanings which may cultivate a sense of local
belonging and cosmopolitan identity. Just as with any mode, the lyricism, imagery, and
compositional elements of hip hop can expound ideological ends as they suit its makers. Thus,
brethren forms of Afro-Brazilian expression fabricate a dialectical nexus for community building
which refutes the grief-stricken δεισιδαιμονία43 with which Adorno addresses the machinations

42

In an ethno-national sound.
That is, deisidaimonia, antonymous to the eudaimonia which resonates as the ultimate comportment to be
achieved through living an Aristotelian or Aurelian Good Life. Adequately interpreted as ‘cowardice in the presence
of the divine,’ here I make reference to Adorno’s pessimism about the state of cultural agency. I opted to employ the
43
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of bourgeois domination. The multitude of injustices that delimit Black life in Brazil considered
in the previous chapter are reimagined in the musicking of this perseverant people, interpreted
and shared in a communal discourse which compels new ideas of Afro-Brazilian life. Let us now
consider the ways in which the ideological frame of hip hop has effectuated change in Brazilian
life.

Transformative Practice, Utopian Ideals
The authentic Black voice serves in the liberation of the atomized, in the unification of
the alienated. In establishing discursive and practical alternatives to the dominant political order
of Brazil, this music flouts Adorno’s critical assessment of the freedom of an African aesthetic.
To authenticate such claims, in this section we will explore the various praxes actuated by the
hip hop communities proliferant in Brazilian society. We will begin with general considerations
of the sociopolitical utility of hip hop lyricism as a medium for activism and community
development. In turn, we will examine how hip hop sanctifies subaltern society in its acquisition
of space. Then we will turn our attention to the methods by which hip hop emancipates the
individuals who partake in its cultural rites. At last, we will lay these manifestations of Brazilian
hip hop bare before Adorno’s critical aesthetic, once and for all dismissing his dialectic of
cultural futility. Summarily, this section divulges the multitude of ways in which hip hop’s
heterotopian impulse facilitates the expansion of private liberty and the public good.
The compulsion to realize an alternative to established Brazilian sociality is sanctified by
the antinomies facing the margins of national culture. Public sentiments about hip hop culture

Greek denotation here to poke fun at his simultaneously pompous and intimidating tendency to do the same in his
own body of work. Or, simply, I was inspired by an urge to emulate him.
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have ranged from apathetic to antagonistic; funk carioca’s surge of popularity in the early 1990’s
was met with news reports condemning the genre. Articles with titles like “Funk Movement
Breeds Despair”44 and “A Dance is Only Good if it Ends in a Brawl”45 correlated public discord
and gang violence with the emergence of funkeiros in Rio De Janeiro (Yúdice, 118-9). In
Yúdice’s analysis of these events, the publications painted sensationalist pictures of the “tribes”
of “painted faces” as delinquent ne’er-do-wells in an appeal to their middle-class readership
(Yúdice, 119). These anecdotes exemplify well the panic which gripped Brazil’s institutional
elite as they observed the upswell of an alternative cultural paradigm.
In turn, national attempts at regulating funk’s spread has helped cultivate this
dichotomous paradigm in Brazilian popular culture. After the installation of UPPs throughout
Rio’s favelas in 2008, the police mandated the registration of all funk events with the municipal
government, even shutting down events with the proper documentation (Al Jazeera). By
necessity, the public disavowal of hip hop at large would compel a culture designed to resist
oppression and daily injustices. Lyricists have thusly taken up the genre as a platform for
speaking out, from and for the margins of Brazil.
Hip hop has been a stage for deliberative practice in the margins of Brazilian society. The
inherently rhetorical modes of funk and hip hop have propelled advocacy for egalitarian
treatment of communities in the nation’s urban periphery. A poignant example of its facility in
condemning social transgressions can be found in the adoption of the genre by Indigenous
Brazilian activists like MC Kumumi fighting against the usurpation of native lands by capitalist
forces (Reuters). In the nation’s megalopolises, the same goes, as funk and hip hop bailes have

44
45

“Movimento Funk Leva Desesperança,” published in Jornal do Brasil, 1992.
“Baile só É Bom se Tiver Briga,” published in a special report by Veja, 1992.
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become safe spaces for authentic self-expression. That the “racial equality, sensuality, humor,
and friendliness associated with brasilidade” can thus become topics open for discursive play in
the “utopian spaces” that constitute the nation’s countless bailes implicates them as a forum for
the advancement of social harmony and community change (Sneed 67). In so doing, hip hop, in
Brazil and beyond, can service the emancipation of its many marginalized peoples.

Pedir dinheiro é mais fácil que roubar mano

Begging is easier than stealing brother

Roubar é mais fácil de trampar mano

Stealing is easier than working brother

É complicado, o vicio tem dois lado

It’s complicated, vice has two sides

Depende disso ou daquilo então tá tudo errado It depends on this or that or then it’s all wrong
Eu não vou ficar do lado de ninguém porque?

I’m not going to stand on anyone’s side why?

Quem vende droga pro quem? Ha!

Who sells drugs to whom? Ha!

Vem pra ça de avião ou pelo porto ou cais

They arrive by plane or by the ports or piers

Não conheço o próprio dono de aeroporto e
mais

I don’t know the real owner of the airport and
also

Fico triste por saber e ver

It makes me sad to know and see

Porque quem morre no dia-a-dia

Because who dies on a daily basis

É igual a eu e a você

Is equal to you and me

Periferia é periferia

Periphery is periphery

(Fig. 9) As Racionais MC’s, “Periferia é Periferia”. (Roth-Gordon, 66).
This epitomal funk track, from the São Paulo positivismo duo As Racionais MC’s46
groundbreaking 1997 album Sobrevivendo em Inferno47, demonstrates how a unificatory

46
47

Translated as ‘The Rational MCs.’
Surviving In Inferno.
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dialogue emerges from engagements with hip hop lyrics. The rhetorical facility of hip hop
buttresses a normative linguistic bridge which can unify local communities and connect them to
a grander narrative. While the music has been employed for the glorification of cartel life, it has
also provided a forum for the rebuke of the civil injustices facing As Jennifer Roth-Gordon
notes, the participation of urban Brazilian youth in “conversational sampling” of hip hop lyrics
as a means of articulating their experiences of daily injustices. Hip hop, just like its musical
ancestors fomented by the griots of Africa’s myriad civilizations, thus forms a nexus for the
proliferation of community wisdom and advancement of broader civic awareness. As a
discursive medium, Brazilian hip hop can thus serve as a means to ‘reach across difference’, to
take Iris Marion Young’s terminology. Hip hop curates public meanings and building a
heterotopian space for the unmitigated being of its polity.
The ideals of hip hop lyricism compel a reimagination of the way these communities
relates to the spaces into which they are thrown. As a lived practice, hip hop in all of its forms
has become a cultural mode inextricable from the development of periferia space. During my
brief 2017 stay in Rio, I had the opportunity to attend the Parada do Funk48, an annual
hullabaloo which claims the title of the largest funk party in the world. In the course of a day
over 20,000 Carioca, young and old, had made their way to a Praça de Apoteose to behold funk
musicians from the disparate neighborhoods of Rio De Janeiro. That the povo (people) of
Rocinha and Complexo de Alemão and countless neighborhoods besides could occupy the same
space in so peaceful a showing is non-trivial. As Derek Pardue observes “the periferia is a
heterogeneous space, which hip hoppers nevertheless seek to unite through discursive

48

Funk Parade.
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protagonists with the ‘marginal’ and rhetorical tropes such as violence and crime in order to
establish a new and different ‘system’”(2008, 66). The terms here laid out, and my own
experiences in the funk community, validate a conception of hip hop as a utopian drive which
effectuates social and political change.
In this regard, hip hop musicking has elevated the ways that the Brazilian periphery can
engage with public space. The quarter million hip hoppers in São Paulo and the hundred
thousand funkeiros in Rio de Janeiro have catalyzed “a total reconfiguration of public
space”(Pardue, 2008, 2; Yudice, 123). As such, the bailes, festas, and parades produced by
Brazilian hip hop community reinterpret the dominant objectives of public space in their own
way. That hip hop culture has realized a popular Brazilian “conquest in space (conquistar mais
espaço)...[t]hrough performance and commodification” entails a seizing of productive means for
local and private ends (Pardue, 2008, 61). The advent of clandestine radio stations devoted to
broadcasting local funk tracks across the nation’s favelas recapitulates the airwaves as a conduit
for the affirmation and extolment of local cultural identities (Brasil de Fato; Pardue, 2008, 55).
Pixação, a distinctly Brazilian form of graffiti49, seizes urban skylines with encrypted
expressions of periferia sentiment. Rio de Janeiro’s funkeiros have carved out their own virtual
space on the internet, employing the web50 to connect to a broader network of the genre’s
devotees. Taken as a whole, the engagement of public space by hip hop culture upends the
banality of an administered hegemony by establishing a heterotopian narrative that is all its own.

49

Born in 1990’s São Paulo, Pixo is intimately tied to the outsider ethos of hip hop culture. The concatenation of
rap and graffiti is well-established; along with DJing and breakdance, they compose the “four elements” of hip hop
culture (Androutsopoulos, 43).
50
It is worth pointing out, however, that there are still serious economic barriers to internet use in Brazil, and only
45% of the population was online in 2017. Derek Pardue attributes this to monthly service costs, which in 2005
hovered around half a minimum wage salary (World Bank; Pardue, 2008, 50).
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The actuated potential of hip hop as a medium for civic emancipation is demonstrated by
its effectivity as an educative tool. As we observed in the previous chapter, enriching learning
opportunities are hard to come by in Brazil, and Brazilian students—especially those in lower
socioeconomic strata—abandon their education at alarming rates. But a plethora of schools and
NGOs that have implemented interdisciplinary curricula which incorporate hip hop have found
that it serves as a potent corrective for the academic ennui of the nation’s youth. That’s one of
the reasons that AfroReggae, the Rio-founded musical education non-profit, combines hip hop
workshops with civic service programs to provide support for disenfranchised youth. Its cases
such as Afroreggae, and the examples set by NGOs abroad which let “hip-hop stand as one of the
few forms of expression which policy implementers…, have recognized as a potential medium
(meio) of learning and community”(Pardue, 2004, 411). The relatable content and familiar form
make hip hop an engaging medium for exploring a wide range of civic themes an understanding
of which makes for more egalitarian citizenship51. A “hip hop education” can thus inspire a
Gadamerian fusion of horizons, as student’s engagement with the music opens up the artist as an
interlocutor who can challenge and broaden their worldview. Taken as such, we must seriously
consider hip hop lyricism as a technē to assist in the elevation of individual potentials.
Manifesting productive community outcomes entails the realization of boons for the
constituency. Beyond positive identity formation, hip hop culture has provided an avenue for
economic mobilization of its Brazilian acolytes. According to a 2008 study by the Fundação
Getúlio Vargas, the average monthly salary for a Rio funk MC was $5,860 R, over three times

51

Take, as a popular example, Lin Manuel Miranda’s hip hop musical Hamilton, the dramatized historical precís of
one of America’s founding fathers. The music has sold over 1.8 million tickets since opening night in August, 2017
(Broadway World) and hundreds of thousands more in its syndicated shows, making it the most popular broadway
musical of all time.
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the city average (FGV, 32; Folha)52. Nightly funk events have also become valuable forums for
affiliated community vendors, attracting upwards of 250 merchants who can sell food, drinks,
and other amenities (FGV). The prohibition of funk music in 2000 compelled the expansion of
an underground CD market wherein secondhand dealers can peddle distribute mixes of popular
tracks (Sá, 14). The acclaim funk has garnered abroad has also brought tourists to funk events in
Rio’s favelas, allowing for valuable outside cash infusions in these impoverished communities.
Moreover, the development of hip hop projects and institutions throughout the periferia has
compelled significant outside investment from NGOs and nonprofits like CEDECA, Ação
Educativa, and Aldeia do Futuro53 (Pardue, 2008, 55). Taken together, these outcomes
demonstrate hip hop’s innate capacity for individual and community uplift. Robust networks of
musicians, fans, organizers, and institutions springing out of the musicking of Brazil’s margins
has integrated these constituencies into informal local economies and (inter)national financial
systems alike. The essential character of hip hop is individual, social, cultural, economic, and
political empowerment.

52

It’s important to note that these numbers are skewed by a fat tail, as funk ‘superstars’ like MC Livinho and Catra
are earning upwards of $30,000 R a month (Pablo Falante).
53
The Center for the Defense of Children and Adolescents, Educative Action, and Future Village, respectively.
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(Fig. 10) The hip hop don’t stop: Pictured is the 32nd annual Furação 2000 festival
(Rosenblatt).
Our investigation into the actuation of Brazilian hip hop has laid bare a multitude of the
processes by which this cultural phenomenon has served to emancipate a marginalized people. In
the face of racial prejudice and political discrimination, funkeiros and their kin have cultivated a
fecund poetical style authentic to their lived circumstance. Hip hop music, like samba before it,
has been an imperative medium for the critique of the inequalities plaguing the Brazilian
periphery. Hip hop has provided a forum for the cultivation of an Afro Hip hop has rejuvenated
an educational system proven to be inadequate for the nation’s youth. Hip hop has reinvented the
ways in which the periferia inhabits public space. Hip hop has provided the tools for the
economic emancipation of an impoverished people. Hip hop has connected Afro-Brazilians to
the cosmopolitan language of struggle for egalitarian citizenship. Hip hop is an audiotopia. In all
of these ways, hip hop has suffused in Brazil a lyric of liberation.
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Adorno found no salvation in the musicking of Black souls. What obscured his
conception of the emancipatory tenor resonating in the sonic discourse of African musicians?
Though I may only posit a situated interpretation, it seems evident that his theories were
indelibly confined by his own factical present. The model of social interpretation Adorno
pioneered circulated amongst the intellectual gentry of post-Imperialist Europe, a strata of time
and place not well-known for its compassionate embrace of African culture’s many profundities.
Born at the height of the German Empire’s colonial conquests in Africa, Adorno was
indisputably inundated with notions of Caucasoid supremacy (Henderson, 2012, 69). He wrote
contemporaneously with the likes of racial hierarchist Gilberto Freyre, growing up during
heyday of Jim Crow in the American south in the maw of the nation state which would
eventually conduct the most methodical racial genocide ever; it would be more of a surprise if
Adorno’s disdain for Black aestheticism was in no way informed by the zeitgeist of white elitism
which permeated his lifeworld.
Yet the ways in which Adorno engaged with the pariah status of his people throughout
his writing leads me to believe that his ubiquitous dismissal of African art was compelled by a
theoretical mimetic besides racial supremacy—that of class domination. As we considered with
some rigor in the first chapter, the Marxist-Hegelian teleology of proletariat subordination played
heavily into Adorno’s conceptualization of a social order. I posit that his conviction in the
absolutism of bourgeois ascendancy prevented him from admitting (to himself, his interlocutors,
or his readers) to the possibilities of self-governance available to the global diaspora. The march
of authoritarian legions and hum of the means of production deafened him to the splendors of the
people’s musicking. Though we must give due accord to the paradigms of economic
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endenturement and political usurpation as they have arisen in the modern world system, they are
by no means the sole character of the masses’ thrownness.
The radical discursion of Afro-Brazilian hip-hoppers stands as a testament to the
autonomous power still available to actors under conditions of systemic oppression. Given the
abundance of social, civic, and cultural endeavors propelled by the hip hop movement in Brazil
and beyond, we must dismiss categorically Adorno’s depiction of jazz54 as the “false the
amalgam of a destroyed subjectivity and of the social power which produces it, eliminates it, and
objectifies it through this elimination”(ÜJ, 67). The spirit of these jazz men and hip hoppers alike
shines through the administration of a Kafkaesque state. In spite of o sistema and the corruptive
influence of hegemony, Afro-Brazilians have curated an aesthetic form which sustains a civic
community. From its beginnings in Bronx’ projects to its zealous proliferation through the
African diaspora and contemporary eminence as a globo-cultural mode; from its marginalized
start on the turntables of black Rio discos to its ubiquity in the hearts, minds, and ambitions of
today’s Brazilian youth; hip hop has proven an instrumental tool in the liberation of a
disenfranchised public. As a means of activism and social critique, a forum for community
development, a means to economic empowerment, and an educative medium, hip hop bears
witness to the indomitable Black spirit. Ultimately, the expansions of justice afforded by the
cultural rites of Brazilian hip hop repudiate Adorno’s certainty in the impotence of Black music
as nothing short of prosaic.

54

—or, regardless of heritage, the music of any folk, the born under conditions of oppression—
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V.

Conclusions

I chose to conduct this research on the grounds that it allowed for the convergence of a
handful of my disparate passions. Hip hop, first and foremost, has been a formative part of the
sonic palette to which I have adhered for the majority of my being. A longtime devotee to the
conscious rappers of hip hop Golden Age—luminaries like Guru, Mos Def, and Q-Tip, who have
used rap as a means of public activism —I am convinced of the genre’s potency as a
communicative medium and the possibilities it bares as a mechanism for the curation of a
harmonious public. Similarly, I have maintained a fascination with the realities of the Brazilian
state, in itself and as a prescriptive model for understanding the complexities of nation building.
The vividity of Brazilian hip hop culture has elucidated the civic and political import of the
genre’s audiotopian mythos.
Over the course of this project several questions emerged as problematics which would
guide our dialectical excursions. What does a critical historical analysis of citizenship in Brazil
reveal? What are the contemporary conditions of Brazilian citizenship? In what capacity does hip
hop music effectuate change in Brazil? Finally, how ought we consider the theoretical
contributions of Adorno to the study of aestheticism in light of Brazilian hip hop? Now, I will
postulate some speculative answers to these questions.
The explication of sociopolitical development in Brazil put forth in the second chapter
was designed to reflect a Hegelian-Marxist model of historical determinism. Though I sought to
recognize the physicalities of Brazil’s political development—from the conditions of life in
slavery to the factical shortcomings of periferia communities—I also expounded upon some of
the ideological obstacles to egalitarian citizenship. Concepts like authoritarianism and
democracy, racial supremacy and affirmative action, modernization and recidivism are all logical
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frameworks which have guided statemakers and citizens in their engagements with the Brazilian
state. In our review of the nation’s history, we observed consummation of a master-slave
dialectic. Let us now reflect upon the arc of this struggle.
In our adumbration of Brazil’s socio-political development, we saw how gradual
expansions of citizenship rights were compelled by resistance to inegalitarian rule. During the
colonial and monarchic eras, the general population held no political agency whatsoever. There
was no democratic representation, and the national elite imported millions of Africans in chains.
These indentured peoples were forced into labor, and the few protections afforded to them by the
law were in practice thwarted by slave-owners and government agents. Consequently, the AfroBrazilian polity cast off their shackles, revolting against their oppressors and forming
independent communities beyond the reach of the Brazilian hegemony. The assertion of Black
sovereignty—by international bodies and the Afro-Brazilian population alike—mounted a chorus
too overwhelming to be ignored, and in May of 1888 Brazilian slaves were finally set free.
That the national government was toppled the following year is no coincidence; former
slave owners and the military joined together in a coup which would establish the Old Republic.
The “Coffee Oligarchs” of rural Brazil maintained political control through voter suppression,
military intervention, and the political machines of the coronelismo system. The ensuing Vargas
dictatorship standardized national labor laws while shutting down union strikes and disbanding
elections altogether. Simultaneously, the newly-established urban communities of AfroBrazilians managed to exercise their newfound liberties to cultivate social clubs, spread local
news, establish libraries for Black urbanites, and advocate for the advancement of institution
support in the rapidly-developing periferias through Black activist groups like a frente negra
(Butler). Though confronting an intransigent white elite, one which had instilled the ideas of
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racial hierarchy in the very constitution of their nation, the spirit of negritude has been an
abiding force. Through the military dictatorship, Afro-Brazilians employed the diasporic rhetoric
of civil rights imported from their brothers and sisters in the United States, sustaining dissent for
the state’s abuses and compelling the peaceful return of Democracy. What emerged from these
conflicts was a paradigm of oppression and resistance, wherein the realization of class and race
consciousness has been imperative to the citizenship rights for Brazil’s proletariat.
Nonetheless, contemporary Brazilian socio-political conditions casts some doubt upon
the longevity of the current diffusions of power. Improvements in social, economic, and political
security over the last two centuries have brought about greater possibilities for upward mobility.
But the last three decades of democratic rule have also seen trends of increasing private and
institutional violence as well as systematic abuses of power from the national government. The
election of Jair Bolsonaro this year—a right-wing nationalist who has promoted police violence,
praised the military dictatorship, and has called to “put an end to all the activism” in Brazil—is
consistent with the global backslide of liberal regimes (AP News; Globo 2018; Washington Post,
2018). The contemporary failures of equitable political representation, from my perspective,
resonate with the same metastasization of Fascist ideologies of culturo-political hegemony which
Adorno castigated throughout his corpus. It is in times such as this that we must elevate a
radically free aesthetic form.
The voices of the disenfranchised must unite in a harmony, a harmony which resonates in
the unmitigated expression of collective liberty. Hip hop culture has served as just such a
sonority, sounding an authentic poësis fit for the Black urban modern. The synthesis of
turntablism and rhyme pioneered by New York City youth in the 1970’s has become the calling
card of a burgeoning cosmopolitan culture which transcends the Black Atlantic. Its adoption by
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Afro-Brazilian urbanity facilitated the outpouring of a communal sentiment which has served to
combat the machinations of an oppressive state. Funk carioca, manguebeat, and hip hops
positivismo and feminismo have variously espoused senses of Blackness, hybridity, and
brasilidade which cultivate a public solidarity, question the abuses of their citizenship, and
compel utopian ideals in Brazil’s margins. Though the music is susceptible to gang influence and
the temptations of ‘selling out’ to major label commodification, hip hop’s capacity to transform
public attitudes and private potentials can’t be overlooked. In every sense a popular, Black
aesthetical mode, hip hop is living proof of the liberatory potential of diasporic music; thus, we
must cast aside the resignation Adorno felt about jazz music in his day.
That being said, the celebrations of poetic liberation and castigations of institutional
uncompromise made by Adorno’s critical theory ought not be overshadowed by his failure to
relish the full vitality of jazz music. “On Jazz” and his various addresses of the genre contain a
conspicuous lack of engagement with the Black perspective which obfuscates the tragicomic
vindication jazz musicking provides. His incapacity to recognize the multiplicitous truths
supplicated by the genre’s (then-)short history, evidence a Bourgeois, eurocentric sentimentality
which would limit any critical aesthetic investigation to a dialectic of futility. However,
Adorno’s application of Marxian social theory to aesthetic study allows the artwork to be opened
up as a monadological window into the conditions of liberty and repression which dictate the
artist’s lifeworld. Concomitantly, his appeal to the utopian character in authentic art identifies the
freedom inherently possible in an authentic poetical praxis. So as to consummate our future
utopian potentials, we must gaze into the machinations of the history in which we are situated.
The Angel of History must look just so. His face is turned towards the past. Where we
see the appearance of a chain of events, he sees one single catastrophe, which
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unceasingly piles rubble on top of rubble and hurls it before his feet. He would like to
pause for a moment so fair, to awaken the dead and to piece together what has been
smashed. But a storm is blowing from Paradise, it has caught itself up in his wings and is
so strong that the Angel can no longer close them. The storm drives him irresistibly into
the future, to which his back is turned, while the rubble-heap before him grows sky-high.
That which we call progress, is this storm.
Walter Benjamin, “On the Concept of History”, sec. IX
As we continue our collective march into our undefined horizons, I believe Adorno’s
aesthetic theory would fit well into a wider array of theoretical frameworks for comprehending
the factical relationality unveiled by critical engagements with art. Our job as critic is to curate a
deeper conception of the “ceaselessly established connections between semiotic chains,
organizations of power, and circumstances relative to the arts, sciences, and social
struggles”(Deleuze and Guattari, 8). As such, we would benefit from the inclusion of a wider
array of voices, from a pantheon of aesthetic theorists and the open-ended beat of the world’s
musicians alike. I would assent to Adam Krims’ assertion that, in the quest to legitimize a NeoMarxist critique in the musicological realm, we would do well to exorcise the “spectre of
Theodor Adorno” and his surrender to an emptiness of popular musics from our intellectual body
(XI). Instead, we must take up a critical stance which can properly diagnose the obstacles to
liberated expression, while listening with open ears and hearts for the most resonant adjurations
of utopia.
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Glossary of Terms
Adorno, Theodor (1903-1969): A
sociologist, aesthetician, and philosopher

and evolving meanings surrounding the
condition of human existence. (link)

Adumbration: A representative sketch or
outline.

Favela: Brazilian Portuguese for slum,
favela is a low-income historically informal
urban area in Brazil.

Alterity: The state of ‘otherness;’ that
which constitutes one’s spatiotemporal
circumstance.
Audiotopia: derived from Josh Kun’s work
Audiotopia: Music, Race, and America, he
defines this as spaces "within and produced
by a musical element that offers the listener
and/or musician new maps for re-imagining
the present social world." (link)
Being-in-the-World: a neologism from
German philosopher Martin Heidegger used
to delineate the conscious’ situatedness
within a composite state of affairs external
to oneself (link).
Black Atlantic: Coined in Paul Gilroy’s
book The Black Atlantic: Modernity and
Double Consciousness published in (1993),
this term refers to the way in which the
Atlantic world has been shaped by slavery
and the slave trade.
Capoeira: An Afro-Brazilian art that
combines dance, pugilism, aerobatics, and
music.
Dasein: (in Hegelianism) existence or
determinate being; (in Heideggerianism)
The being for which being is a problem
Dialectic: the art of investigating or
discussing the truth of opinions.
Facticity: the quality or condition of being
fact. In philosophy, facticity has multiple

Foucault, Michel (1926-1984): French
philosopher, historian of ideas, social
theorist, and literary critic. Foucault's
theories primarily address the relationship
between power and knowledge, and how
they are used as a form of social control
through societal institutions.
Frankfurt School, The: Founded in 1928,
The Frankfurt School is an institute of
intellectuals guided by Marxist thought and
20th Century innovations in sociological
method. Along with thinkers like Jurgen
Habermas and Max Weber, the Frankfurt
School was a locus of Theodor Adorno’s
critical work.
Funkeiro: a person who likes, performs, or
composes funk music.
Grilleiro: illegitimate landowners who were
critical to the development of the periferia.
Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich (17701831): Hegel was a foundational theorist of
Idealism known for his theories of historical
progress and the Master - Slave dialectic.
Heterotopia: From Foucault’s corpus, a
social space which develops a set of cultural
practices antipodal to the dominant cultural
mode.
Manguebeat: literally, in Portuguese
meaning “rhythm of the mangroves,”
Manguebeat is a cultural and musical
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movement of the ‘90’s that began in the
Brazilian Northeast.
Marx, Karl (1818-1883): A German
intellectual known for his work with
Friedrich Engels in the development of
Communist theory and the Materialist
critique of social domination in the age of
Capitalist production.
Military Dictatorship: The period of
protectionist Authoritarianism from 1963 to
1985 in which Brazil was controlled by a
Multiplicity: an open-ended volume or
variety.
Old Republic: The First Brazilian Republic,
or República Velha, is the period of
Brazilian history from 1889 to 1930. The
República Velha ended with the Brazilian
Revolution of 1930 which brought Getúlio
Vargas to power.
Ostentação: Funk paulista, also known as
funk ostentação (from Portuguese:
Ostentation funk), is a Brazilian music style
created in São Paulo in 2008.
New Republic: The New Republic, a term
denoting both the period in Brazilian politics
and the governmental system that began on
15 March 1985, when civilians regained
control of the federal government after
twenty-one years of authoritarian military
rule. (link)

Periferia: The outskirts of Brazilian urban
centers, the periferia has a historically of
national neglect and is home to the
multitude of Brazil’s hip hop styles.
Poësis: In contrast with Technē, Poësis is
the bringing forth, or consummation, of the
essence of a thing. The etymological root of
poetry, Poësis is in this paper used to refer to
the essential creative act.
Quilombo: In colonial Brazil, a settlement
organized by fugitive slaves. Today, they are
loci of Afro-Brazilian culture.
Rhizomatic: The rhizome is an
interconnected multiplicity of fungal
organisms which has no command center.
The concept of rhizomatic thinking was
taken by French philosophers Gilles Deleuze
and Felix Guattari to represent a
multidisciplinary approach to learning and
conceptual development which can be
contrasted with the hierarchical approach of
‘Arborescent’ thinking which has dominated
much of Western theory.
Samba: a lively, rhythmical dance of AfroBrazilian origin. (link) (link)
Technē: Ancient Greek for craftsmanship,
or art. Technē, in the context of this paper, is
used as representational of a model of
construction, or framework for creative
approach.
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